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Shore bank 1999 AnnuaJ Review- Exe.cutive Summary 

Overall 
Comments 

Loan Portfolio 
Growth & 
Quality 

AsBRf.).C enters·the21" century as well as the l.ast year ofthe.RDPN 
prognun, the organization builds on a track record of substamial success as 
it works to face some very significant issues: maintaining overall loan 
portfolio qt1.a.lity, continued rapid growth. overall program sustainability. 
rapidly increasing asset/liability complexity, growing a much deeper and 
stronger management capac.ity, and managing a significant increase ln the 
scope of its savings program. The first issue-maintaining ponfolio 
quality- is the most pressing shon-rem1 issue. The last issue-growing the 
savings program-is probably the mOS1 significant and complex long-tenn 
financial challenge facing BRAC. 

In general, Shorebankstaffbelieves that BRAC is well positioned to face 
these challenges. Having said that, it is al5o our judgmenttbat B R.AC can 
only successfully resolve these issues if it takes strong. and direct acrion on 
at least two major fronts: (a) increasing its commitment to strengthen and 
broad~n its management ranks and capacities; and (b) creating a risk· 
management framework that is considerably broader and more analytical 
than the·one currently in place. 

In the most straightforward te•ms, we believe that BRAC's success, 
which continues to be truly remarkable, is increasingly in daoger of 
outgrowing its cun'ent operational and risk maoageroent st.-uctu_~e and 
capacities. 

As of the end of 1999, 23% of outstandmg loans and 16% of the value of the 
ponfolio had one or more payments overdue. This significant deterioration 
of portfolio quality between mid-1998 and year-end 1999 is an early
warning indicator of the se.rious nature of these organizational Strains. We 
do not believe thts is just a flood tmpact. BRAC must respond now. not 
later. As we stressed in the 199& report,.the challenges of growth are 
powerful. but are nonetheless very danger<>llS and must be resolved before 
d1ey create serious problems. 

The loan ponfolio grew from5. 1 to 6.8 billion Taka in t999, continuing a 
ten-year history of extraordinary growth. Unfortunately, this growth "-'liS 

also accompanied by a significant deterioration in ponfol io qualiry, with 
l6% of the portfolio having one or more payments past due as of the end of 
1999. 

Whatever the cause, having over Taka l billion and 630,000 loans past due 
is a cause for significant concern. While there are most likely multiple 
causes for the del in uenc issue (continuino- effects of the flood, hartals. rhc 
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Loan Portfolio 
Management 
and Strategy 

ill-fared move to bi-weekly meetings, and double-loans), the real cause m 
o.ur view is that the current management and risk analys is capacity of B RAC 
is probably being outstripped by its. rapid financial growth. 

This is not a ·'fire alarm" at this point. but it is ~Hery serious early-warning 
signal that should not be ignored. The symptom is 16% portfolio past due: 
the fundamental cause, in our view, is that the " human capital" and 
management capacities atBRAC are being outstripped by the demands 
created by financiaL program and portfolio growth. While BRAC's success 
in program and strategic innovation (M.ELA, BVP, PS.E's, BRAC Bank, 
new savings p.oducts) are creating increased vitality fo.r13RAC, this success 
is also placing very substantial demands on management artenrion, rime and 
resources. S imply put managemenr and leadership system is being 
stretched 100 thin. 

Lt is excellent news thai BR.AC is moving to computerize all of Its branches 
(50 completed as of year end 1999), with a target completion of end of the 
year2000. Over time, this will significantly upgrade the quality of available 
portfolio and savings data. Feduce time lags between the field and head 
office, and give managemenr ar all levels significantly improved capacities 
for analysis. This progra~n should b.e accelerated as much as possible. 

To take advantage of this capacity, hoviever, this increased information flow 
must be accompanied by a parallel increase in BRA~C's capacity to analyze 
and interpret this data, a capacity that is in very shqrt supply at BF~"-C. The 
organization can generate impressive and overwhelmins amounts of 
infonuation, but like many NGOs it has been unable to date 10 develop 
signi.ficant analytical capacity. This gap must be remedied quickly, for the 
challenges facing BRAC over the coming several years are of increasing 
complexity that will demand deep analytical resources. 
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Membership 
Trends 

Member Savings 
Activities 

Branch 
Sustainability 

Memo.ership continues to ·grow steadily (23% growth in 1 999) although ar a 
slower growth rate than the financial growth of the portfolio. The creation 
of outposts as adjunciS to exisring branches has enabled a higher density of 
thana coverage. It is our bope mat in rhe long run, this denser ··market 
eoverage" \viii yield improved development impact and cost efficiencies. 

BRAC's net savings increased by 30% during 1999, a significant rate of 
grov.'lh a.l though substantially slower than in 1998. It is clear thar one 
impact of the flood was to increase withdrawals and reduce savings. The 
successf ul introduction of three new-savings products at BRAC's Urban 
Program bodes well for expanded savings activity inBRAC's rural 
programs, but the issue of savings growth wiH still present some of the most 

comp lex and demanding issues that "ill face BRAC over the ne.'\"t several 
years. Clearly there is a need for BRAC to move. more aggressively on its 
savings activities: nor only is that good for low-income people all over 
Bangladesh. but it is an increasingly importantsource of capiral to support 
BRA C' s growth. 

l11e increasing importance of savings will create the need for BRAC to 
create a «savings menrality" in itS staff and management systems. just as n 
has worked to grow a ··lending mentality" over the past ten years. At rimes 
these two perspectives \Vlll be in tension. and thes.~ tens.ions musr be 
managed carefully. 

The micr'ofinance (RCPIRDP/J>KSFIMELNB UP) progranlS are sustainable 
as a wh.ole with the tOtal microfinance program generating roughly a 5% 
surplus each year. The issue now is not the operational sustainability of the 
microfinance programs, but rather the~hatlenge of finding loan capital to 
support .growth. Internally generated surpluses will not support capital 
grov.1h: that \viii require growth of savings and increased borrowed funds 
from entities like PKSF. 

The sector pr<)grams fuce much greater sustainab.ility challenges, for cosr 
recovery for the sector programs is only about 20%, leaving an unfunded 
gap of.80% for these services. We suggest a combination of service fee 
increases, reduced operating expens~, new grant funding sources and very 
limited use of Program Support .Enterprise income to support the sector 
program. 

In our view, the most effecrive use of the growing amount ofPSE income is 
to reinvest it into capt tal investments and growing the capacity of the PSE 
programs, for these are high-yield and high impact activities that should be 
grown as rapidly as possible. 
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BRACRLF 
Reporting 

Managing Risk 
and CAMEL 

Special Donor 
Concerns 

Recommenda
tions 

The· Subsidy Dependence Index. for BRAG's microfinance program was 
determined to be 0.25 or 25%. This mean;; that ifBRAC increased its 
effective interest rate tO about 31% (i.e. a 25% increase on its CUir-'..nt 

effective rate), il would beself-sufficient on a market basis without access to 
lower cost funds or subsidies. 

BRAC is essentially running a US $165 mil lion bank within the larger 
structure of a non-profit NGO. Shorebank recom mends that BRAC create 
an annual audited "bank rep.ort" for the BRAC microfinance vrogram . .In 
addition, we recommend the creation of an external Microfinance Advisory 
Board, and the creation of a Finance and Business Research Unit that will 
support a significantly increased capacity to do risk analysis and 
management for the BR.AC microfinance activities. 

BRAC needs to institute a much more formalized system of understanding 
and managing a wide range <:1f r1s\;s n<:lw facing the organizati<m and the 
Joan portfolio. A standard system called CAMEL (Capital Adequacy, Asset 
Quality. Management, Earnings and Liquidity, Management) is used world
\\~Qe in financial institutions, and we·recommend this analytical srrucrure to 
BRAC. Several other rnicrofinanee instit11tioos have used the C&VfEL 
system to good benefit. ACClON perhaps most notable. Overall. Shorebank 
stre$ses that risk management is not an e_vent, but a culture and a 
management system. 

• TheBRAC Bank application has been stalled in legal proceedings. 
but ir st1 U expected to be opened in 2000. 

• The B RAC financial model ne.eds to be up,dated to the increasing 
asse!lfiability c.omplexityofBRAC's funding srructure. 

• BRAC paymentS on the loan for the head office building are on 
schedule. 

• BRA.C needs to develop an internal finance and business reseatcb 
and analysis UJ\lt, to take advantage of the increasing flow of 
information and the increasing need for analysis of the portfolio, 
business sectoral concentrations and risks, and other related 
financ ial issues. 

I. Analyz.e and Reduce Delinquency. 
2. Create Overall Risk Management System. 
3. Focus on Saving,s Pro~ram Expansion. 
4. Create Financial Industry Advisory Bo.ard. 
5. Grow Organizational Analytical Capacity. 

See Section I 0 for a listing of Shorebank's th·irty-six detailed 
re~ommendations. 
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Opening Reflections: The Challenges of Growth & Sustainability 

As the twenty-e.ight year old BRA C. organization enters the 21st century, it enters a very 
<::ritical stage in its evolution. Durrng the coming few years, BRAC must not only 
continue to wrestle with the challenges of gro,\ith that were discussed in the 1998 
Sllorebank .l3R..AC review, but now. the organization must also contend with the ~.merging 
issues of operational and financial otlStainability. 

The good news is that it is BRAC's impressive successes over the past decade that have 
created these challenges. From the RDP/RCP to the Urban to the MELA lending 
programs, BRAC has clearly demonstrated that Microfinance can have a significant, 
enduring and positive impact on millions ofBangladesh residents. The growth in 
BRAC's scope and scale has tnrly heen impre_~sive. and an inspiration to microfinance 
organizations around the world. 

The bad news, however, is that these very successe.~ creates a hunger for capital and 
operating funds thai requires tbat BR.AC dramatically increase its ability to access new 
capital sources. Over the corning several years.. a minimum of Taka 3 bi llion wili be 
needed merely to support the natura! gro\vih rn Joan demand from existing BRAC 
members, let alone demand created by any new BRAC members. At tliesame time, and 
perhaps more important, it is also these successes that place increasing str-ain on BRAC s 
general and risk management capacities and structures . . 

In the most str.aiglltforward terms, we believe that BRAC's success, whic.b continues 
to be a truly cemarlu1ble achievement, is increasingly in danger of oulgrow\ng its 
current operational :mct ·risk management structure and capacities. 

In general, Shorebank ~tatfbelieves that BRAC is well positioned to face these many 
challenges. Having said that, it is also our judgment that BRAC will only successfully 
resolve these issues if it takes strong and direct action on at least nvo major fronts: (a) 
increasing its commitment to strengthen 'and broaden its management ranks and 
capacities: and (b) creating a risk-management framework that is considerably broader 
and more analytical than tlie one currently in place. 

As of the end of 1999, 23% of outstanding loans and 16% of the value of the portfolio 
now have one or more payments overdue. This significant deterioration of portfolio 
qualiry between mid-! .9.98 and yeat-end !999 is afreatly-watning indicator of the serious 
nature of these organizational strains. BRAC must respond now, not later. As we 
srressed in the 1998 report, the challenges of growth are powerful and seductive, bur are 
nonetheless very dangerous and tnust be resolved before they create serious problems. 

As always, we rhoroughly enjoyed working with BRAC employees, the Donors and the 
DLO Office during the course of this Review. We hope that this review p~oves useful to 
both BRAC and the Donor community. 
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1 Ri5k) loans is defined as the principal outstanding of a loan where borrower has missed 
13 or more installments. This explains the difference in the percentages between these 
chans, and the chan on the previous page with talks to the 1- 12 payments missed 
principal outstanding. 
" BRAC did a write-off o f Tk 118 MM in November 1999 to compensate in part for flood 
related issues. This totaled around J 5% of the principal outstanding at the time. 
1
;; Banking Services Cor the Poor: Robert Christen 
" Banking Services for the Poor· Roben Christen 
' This material is drawn fi·om Private Sector Incentives for Senior l'vlanagement, By 
~hchaet Chu, President and CEO. ACCIOK InternationaL USA 
"Preliminary market study conducted by Ron Grzywinski _ .'vlary Houghton and Lynn 
Pikholz in 1999. 
' Sensiti\ities refers to planning for the '\\hat if scenarios. For example. what if the 
imerest rate goes up by a percentage poim" What happens to the interest rate. liquidity 
and credit risk etc? What happens to earnings" 
"

1 This section is drawn from ACTION C A\ !'EL Technical Note, published by Sonia 
Salzman and Darcy Salinger of' ACTIO~ International. September 1998. 
" For example. it does not deal with outreach. scale. who the program is reaching etc. 
N1'r does it adjust for variances in regulation• around interest rates, the macroeconomy. 
or phase in the life cycle of the MFl. 
' For more detailed information on the ratios and adjustments to them. please con~uh 
above referenced source. 
"Banh typically target total capital of at least 10% of total ri~k based capital (i e 
s~uritics. loans etc) Banks often target a leverage ratio (Tier 1 Capital / average total 
asset;) or s·-·-
"' An extremely useful set of ind•cators for trend reponing was developed by the 
;\licroBanking Bulletin Team and CG:\P and can be found as Attachment 3 at the end of 
our repon. 
"" Banking Se1vices for the Poor Robcn Christen 
''' Liquidity ~1anagement: A Toolkit for \licrofinancc institutions, published by GTZ. 
Janual'} 2000 
" Liquidity Management: A Toolkit for Microfinance lnstitutions. published by GTZ. 
Janual'}' 2000 
"' Tvpically consists of cash, AIR. and invemory divided by accounts payable and other 
sl m-teml debt Shows coverage of shon-term payment obligations over assets that ,,;11 
h4uidate in the same period Most organizations strive for a ratio higher than one. as il 
indicates a liquidity cushion 
"'' lmponam to exclude inter bank deposits or other shon-temt money market 
borro"ings. Litmus test· if bank acquired the funds by bidding in an interest rate 
compctiti\ e market. the CD should be excluded 
""' It is imponant for this ratio to break down deposits (stable or not) and loans 
(structure. remts. agreements) cate,gories Loans are more marketable and liquid when 
there is standardizat ion of collateral arrangements and payment schedules and a shon 
maturity (say a couple of months) 



1. Portfolio Risk Managem€nt and Credit Related Activities 

1. 1 Portfolio Ana lysis 
Summary 

Continuing the !rend of portfolio 
grov..th that has- been relentless for 
the pasi ten years, BRAC's loan 
ponfolio continued to· &>-row 
through l 999.from Taka ~.I 
billion to Taka 6;8 billion. This 
increase represents a 32% growth 
in the portfolio. With only a 20% 
growth in memliership. this 
i11dicates an overall increase in 
a\'el'age loan outstanding per 
borrower. 

0 

BRAC Portfolio Growth (TkMM)I-r
(49% Avg/Year Since 1989) 

19891990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1.996 1997 1998 1999 

There ha:s been deterioration in credit quality from June of 1998 to December of 1999. 
At year-end. 16% of tile TPO (vs. 10% in June 1998) and 630,000 (23%) of total loans 
outstanding had missed one or more loan payments. Ha,,ing over Taka I billion in 
delinquent loans (i.e. US $20}.1M) is d early a cause f or qoncern . .and should be a focus of 

.k---+1 BRAC Membership Gr<)wthj__j_ 
2,5!JO,O:Oj' (23% Avg/Year Since 

0 
19&9 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

significant managemem 
energtes dw;ng 2000. Should 
this condition not improve or 
should this condition persiSt 
into. 200 I. this would be an 
extremely serious cause for 
concern. 

Unfortunately, apart with 
interviews with m anagement 
and i1etd staff. we did not have 
the time and were unable to 
acce~.s sufficient raw data tO 

ascertain the root of the 
increase in past dues. At this 

time (l!nd based primarily on interviews). we are hopeful that these delinquencies are an 
enduring effect from the 199& flood. which created increased high risk refmancing, 
higher dropout r-ates, reduced member discipline. increased savings withdrawals. and 
other impacts that continue to linger and will take time to work their way 1nrough the 
system. Secondary sources of delinquency w~e the signit'icam level of hartals in 1999 
(45 days) and the ill fated experim ent of moving from weekly to b i-weekly YO meetings. 
What is most disturbing is that the overall BRAC risk management system has allowed 
this condition to arise, and does not itself well understand the causal fQOces . 
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1.2 Changes in Disbursements, Outstanding, and Loan Size 
Sectorwise Distribution of Principal Outstanding (RDP + RCP) 

Sector as % Sector as% Percent June 1998 June 1999 
TPO (June 98) TPO (June 99) Change TPO TPO 

All Sectors 100% 100% 28% 4,443,407 5,704,811 
Rural Trading 46% 47% 30% 2,066,096 2.684,176 
Miscellaneous 18% 12% -14% 780,039 ss9,n4 
Food Processing 10o/o 9% 7% 462,699 494,512 
Agriculture 8% 9% 4 5% 344,893 500,420 
Uvestock!Poultry 6% 12% 146% 286,487 705,219 
Fisheries 5% 6% 55% 229,748 356,692 
Housing 2% 2% 8% 100,775 109,085 
Rural Transport 2% 1% -20% 89,776 71,759 
Cottage Industry 1% 1% -12% 34,423 30,287 
Baor 0% 0% 30% 19,045 24,704 
Health 0% 0% 89% 9,240 17,4$6 
Services 0% 0% 161% 9,046 23,595 
Sericulture 0% 0% 68% 8,703 g ,S92 
Irrigation 0% 0% 7% 2,431 2,595 

Total principal outstanding (TPO) increased 32% from Taka 5.1 bill ion in December 
1998 to Taka 6.8 billion in December 1999 BRAC devored significant staff time over 
the past lWO years to opening new branches and outposts and increasing its memb-ership 
reach These ourpost efforts are likely 
to translate into an increased rate of 
portfolio growth going fonvard. 

Except for a significant increase in the 
livestock and Poultry sectors (up from 
7.5% to L2%). there were few striking 200 

changes in the value of each sector as a 150 

proportion ofTPO. We would 
recommend a targeted focus at the 100 

dynamics of the poultry and livestock 50 
sector, for poultry & livestock is now 
the largest single. highly-concentrated 
sector in the loan ponfolio, and 
significant risk ma nagement attemion 

1995 1996 1997· 1998 1999 

should be focused on tlus sector. Given the importance of this sector to the 1GVGD 
borrower base, the interaction with the sector program and the PSEs. the risk in this 
sector is acrually greater than is suggested by the 12% TPO concentration. 

As was discussed in the 1998 review. the concentration in the Rural Trading sector is still 
much roo large, and defeats any meaningful analysis or management response. We again 
state that tills sector must be broken down into more meaningful sub-sectors, for market 
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and risk analysis. BRAC must begin the process ofbreaking this ucatch all" caregory 
down into its significam constituent pans to suppon better understanding on the risks 
inherent in this aggregate sector. For the ponfolio to rely on a market and risk 
categorization scheme that has nearly SO"A. of the TPO in a single category is to defeat the 
basic purpose of sectoral categorization at the omser. 

Tk6,000 .------------------------, 

Tk5,000 

Tlc3,000 +---------

Tk2,000 

Tk1.000 

Tk 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

-Tk1,000 '-------------------------' 

The increase in TPO is due both to a rise in the number ofloans disbursed as well as an 
increase in the average loan size. The real value of the average loan size increased from 
Taka. 4,500 in 1998 to Taka 4. 900 in 1999. This represents a 9% increase vs. an inflation 

~.ooo -rf:B:-r_a_n_c:-h-w-:-is:-e- T=o-t:-a-:-1 ::P-o-:rtf:o-:1:-io--=o-u-=-ts-:ta-n-:d:-in-gl---- -----, 

Growth (1998-1999) 

15.000 t------ --

10,000 

5,000 

0 

Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

rate increase of 
between 7~o 
and 10% over 
the past year 
rt is interesring 
to note that the 
·'original'' 1989 
BRAC first 
loan amount of 
Taka 1,600 
would in 199& 
be inflation 
adjusted to be 
Taka 2.700 
As illustrated 
by the previous 
graph. all of rhe 

yearwise branches experienced a growth in TPO between 1998 and 1999 As would be 
expected. the moSt rapid growth was in the younger branches 
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The effect ofTPO growth in 
the younger branches is 
especially important and 
powerfu 1 because there are 
so many more of them. As 
illustrated by the graph to 
the right. there are many 
more younger branches. so 
growth in that part of the 
BRAC system has an 
especially powerful impact 
on total program wide TPO 
and furure capital 
requirements 

1.3 Changes in Sector 
Portfolio Outstanding 

60 /r------------.---~-.---.--.---~~,--, 

so 
Branch Distribution 

o.u;...""""'""""= 
Yea1 Year Year Y~ar Ye~r Year Year Yoar Year Yeaf Year Year 

3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

The total principal outstanding (TPO) in BRAC"s four sector programs (agriculture. 
pouluy and livestock, fisheries and sericulrure) totaled 28% of the total loan portfolio in 
June 1999, up from 24% in June 1998. The increase is due to the rise in the 
poulrryflivestock sector. The RDP TV Plan target is to have the sector programs occupy. 
at least. 25% of TPO by the 
year 2000. 

BRAC intends to increase 
its porrfolio in fisheries. · 
livesrocklpouhry and 
agriculture in the years 
ahead. This is because the 
net-profit for members 
operating in these sectors is 
significantly higher than 
many alternative options. 
For example. the average 
annual income a poor ru ral 
household earns is 
Tkl-:2,000. A vegetable 
grower or chick rearer can 
increase their household 

Food 
Processing 

9% 

income by an additional 80% (TkiO.OOO) a year 

other 

5% 
Agricuh:ure 

9% 

Livestock & 
Poutlry 

Rural Trading 
47% 

The largest long-term opportunities for growth are probably in the poultry and livestock 
progra..'ll as agriculture and fisheries need land. which is not easily available. and 
sericulture to date has not proved economically viable for either members or BRAC. The 
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recent development of the poultry broiler strategy. which can earn a borrower upwards of 
Taka 18.000peryear, is another growth area that has significant impact. 

Recommendations: Sector Programs 

Each manager of the sector programs should receive basic analytical training in 
analyzing what is going on in their programs. They should produce regular analytical 
rep01is on activity, service charge realizations vs. due, cost recovery, risk issues etc 
instead of the list of raw numbers.. which are currently being collected 

2. A5 long as B.RAC can reduce bener understand and reduce delinquency in its sector 
programs, we recommend (based on interviews with key staff at head-office and in 
the field) continuing to prioritize the development of poultry and agriculture (seed 
and vegetable) sectors as these sectors appear lucrative to members given the 
substantial market demand that exists. 

3. BRAC should conduct an evaluation of the market demand. net profit to members. 
development impact potential. problems fa.ced by YO members and the value added 
by each of the sector programs it is planning to help grow. This will help BRAC 
reduce the riskiness of its portfolio in these sectors (especially poultry. fisheries, and 
sericulture)., and.also help it price it services (e.g. technical assistance) appropriately 

1.4 Focus O!J Delinquency 

As was stated in the summary, there has been deterioration in credit quality from June of 
1998 to December of 1999. At year-end 1999. 16%ofthe TPO (vs. 10% in June 1998) 
and 630.000 (23%) of total loans outstanding had missed one or more loan paymentS 
Having over Taka I billion in delinquent loans (i.e. US S20MM) is clearly a cause for 

...1--.,_-i-1 BRAG Membership Growth 
(23% AvgfYear Since 

19&9 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

concern. and should be a focus 
of significant management 
energies during 2000 Should 
this condition not improve or 
should this condition persist 
into 200 I, this would be au 
extremely serious cause for 
concern. 

Further detailed research by 
BRAC staff necessary to 
detem1ine in what ways these 
borrowers: have been affected 
by the flood. are connected with 
refinancing or increased hartals, 

received larger loans or two loans. were related to dte move to bi-weekly payments. or 
have any other consistent explanation. Indeed, this type of research should be on-going, 
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note just associated with Shorebank's Annual Donor Review. We would encourage a 
year-long laser-like focus on 
understanding the causes of 
and redueing delinquency. 

As we did in 1998, we 
continue to see the need for 
BRAC to develop a much 
deeper market and business 
insight into higher risk loan 
sectors {fisheries. food 
processing. sericulture and 
housing). and sectors where 
the portfolio has become 
concentrated (e.g. in rural 
trading and food 
processing). As illustrated 
by 1he graph, there are 
significant differences 
between sectors in terms of 
portfolio quality. 

What is necessary i-s for 
BRAC managemem (via the 
creation of a new business 
and finance research unit) to 

Recent Oelfnquency: Percentage of Each Sector 
with 1-12 Payments Missed (Dec 1999) 
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understand the reasons behind these variations. especially given the sector concentrations 
in most branc.hes as we discussed in detail in lasr year's report. In addition, as will be 
explored at a later point, we believe tha1 BRAC needs to develop increased sysrem-•vide 
capacity for overall risk management, of which portfolio credit risk is one element. We 
have included this in our suggested areas for further technical support. 

Based on inte.1views with statf and portfolio analysis, we bel ieve that there are seven 
reasons for portfolio delinquency, some of which are clearly interrelated: 

I. Flood. Tile lingering effect of the flood is that borrowers are still wo(king out of tha£ 
economic disruption and the resulting loss of assets and earning power. 

2. Bi-weekly meetings. The move to bi-weekly meetings CQntributed to late payments, 
for catching up after missing one meeting for hanal or any oth·er reason was made 
more difficult in the bi-weekly situa~ion. in that a borrower could easi ly find herself 
two or four weeks behind. Bi-weekly VO meetings have been discontinued. 

3. Computedzalion. The branch computerization process has b een to remove some of 
the discretionary slack in the loan payment system (hanal and grace days, for 
example). The presence of these discretionary days were used to compensate for loan 
delinquencies, and their removal has been to increase delinquencies. 
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4. Hartals. There were a signiftcant nu.mbe( ofhartals in 1999 (some estimates.nm 
upwards of 45 days of hartal disruption), but hopefi11ly recent conve.rsations on the 
political front suggest that this will not be repeated in 2000. 

5. Refinancing. The use of refinancing during 1998 floods and beyond bas likely 
created a bubble of increased debt by borrowers who have a diminished capacity to 
repay. and thus is a contributing factor to delinquency rates. 

6. Drop-nuts. As a result of the flood, there was arise in the number of dropouts (see 
graph) that contributed to the delinquency rate of the portfolio. Flood impacts (like 
migration and loss of busirresses) aside. it is unclear what are the causal forces behind 
the higher dropout rate, which has been increasing since 1996. Ce11ainly the flood 
has been the most serious factor over the past year. 

7. Double-loans. Stat'freport that borrowers with two loans outstanding have a 
significantly higher amount of delinquency. Since many YGD members have two 
loans outstanding, this is often more pronounced among this group, and given that 
they are among the most vulnerable, the risk is accelltuated. We believe that the risk 
is not giving two loans. per se. but rather doing the necessary assessment of very 
strong borrowers' businesses to determme 
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whether or not they can handle larger repayments 
throughout the 1oan term. 

P_ercentage of E:adl Sector with 1· 
12 Payments Missed (Di!c 1999) 
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The two previous graphs illustrate the relationship between risk and sectoral loans in the 
ponfolio ln general. the riskiest' (and disproportionately delinquent) sectors are housing. 

food processing. and 
Absolute Taka and Percentage Increase in livestock & poultry. 
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Shorebank recommends, as 
it did in 1998, that BRAC 
make a special business 
study of these sectors to 
understand the speci fie 
factors that make these 
sectors much riskier than 
other sectors Based on that 
understanding. BRAC can 
take measures to more 
effectively manage the risk. 
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Given the very significant 
(146%) 1998-1999 absolute 
growth in the Livestock and 

Poultry sectors· portfolios (see chart above), examination of the risk factors in this sector 
is especially important. 

Recommendations: Portfolio Management 

We strongly recommend that BRAC conduC1 a thorough analysis of the causes of 
increased delinquency (?%deterioration sine~ June 1998). Such an analysis will help 
BRAC determine to what extent delinquency is a function of: borrowers receiving larger 
loan sizes; borrowers receiving double loans. borrowers who were refinanced as a result 
of the flood, concenrrdtions in particular sectors; delinquency concentrations in branches 
that were not hit by the flood or hartals etc Without this information. BRAC is ill 
prepared to be able to know either the real cause of delinquency, or how to address it. 
This is our number one recommendation regarding BRAC's loan portfolio quality for the 
year 2000. 

BRAC needs to develop a much deeper market and business insight into higher risk loan 
sectors (poultry. fisheries, food processing. sericulrure and housing). and sectors where 
the portfolio has become concentrated (e.g. in rural trading poultry}. Breaking these 
"catch an~ categories down into its significant con.sriruem parts to support better 
understanding on the risks inherent in both these important sectors. We feel, that as it 
stands. the rural trading category is effectively useless for any analytical purposes and 
defears the whole point of having Sector differentiation in tbe first place. 

BRAC needs to develop increased staff capaciry and a formal process for overall 
ponfolio risk analysis. It is impossible to manage what you do not know. We thus 
recommend that, to begin with, Senior Regional ~anagers be trained in basic analysis 
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~kills. They should \)e responsible for producing quarterly analyses of the. regions they 
are responsible for. The Regional manages who repon to them should be doing branch
wise analysis in much the same way as ·we have done for BRAC' s entire credit program_ 
Taking each portfolio related chan we have done in this rep01t-and updating the 
indicators for their regions and analyzing the changes on a quarterly basis will be a 
tremendous stan, as no similar systematic analysis is taking-place curremly 

1.5 Adequacy of Loan Loss Reserve 

A Loan Loss Res,\!rvc (LLR) is like a self-insurance policy for the MFI in case some 
loans "go bad." By creating, a reserve, tbe MFT i.s preparing for losses that will result 
from circumstances specific to the borrower, or changes iil economic· conditions that may 
affect the borrowers business. A loan lo.ss reserve system is based on the assumption that 
all loans carry the risk of less than full repayment. This means that the real value of the 
loan m<ty be less than the dollar value outstanding. The loan loss reserve is meant to 
cover the difference between the real value of the asset (i.e. that which is repaid in full) 
and the dollar amount outstanding on the loan 

While there is no one best way, it is nearly always better tor the MFI to make a judgment 
based both on historical losses AND a risk rating system of loans and an analysis of its 
portfo!Jo. The rating of loans should be adjusted monthly OT quarterly. A simple way is 
for the manager to split loans into two groups: (a) loans with no known risk and (b) loans 
with identified risks. 

(a) Lotms wit!t no known risk could be reserved by using a simple method such 
as r eserving 3% of' all loans outstanding. This means that even though the MFI is 
not expecting any of these loans tO go bad, it still puts aside 3% of outstanding 
just in case something wtexpected happens (e.g. if a business owner dies and no
one can manage the machines, or if there is a flood), 

(h) Loans witft itle~ttified risks could be divided into a number of classes 
depending on how risky they are. For example, an MFI could : 

• Reserve 10% of1PO ofloansthat aie slightly nsky (e.g . where the 
borrower has missed more than one payments) 

• Rese1ve 50% ofTPO where there is a larger chance tbat the borrower 
. may default (e,g. when the borrower has missed more than 3 months of 
payments - this number will be different for different l'vffis) 

• Reserve I 00% of any loans where it is likely that the borrower will 
default. 

BRAC's recent historical loan losses, with the exception of 1998 (due to the.flood), have 
been less than 2% of the outstanding ponfolio. Based on this historical knowledge and 
the risk in BR.AC's total portfolio. we have prepared what we consider a conservative 
LLR amount. We base this off the December 1999 A.P.O as follows: 
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100% reserve for all NlBL Loans = 
I 00"/o reserve for all loans more than LOO weeks past due = 
75% reserve for all loans between 50 & 100 weeks past due= 
50% reserve for all loans between 26 & 50 payments past due = 
2% reserve of the remaining outstanding portfolio= 

Total Shorebank recommended reserve 

Total BRAC Cturent resePVe amnunt (D« 1999) 

Tk 143 MM 
Tk 2MM 
Tk 13 MM 
Tk 41 MM 
Tk ll6MM 

T k 315MM 

Tk 471 i\lfM 

Based on the above, a recomo1ended reserve ofTk3 15 MM is considered adequate. 
BRAC's current reserve is 50% higher at Tk471 Mi\11 and is thus more than adequate." 

Recommendation.s: Loan Loss Reserve 

L As a general n1le, BRAC's system of reserving 2% of disburs.ements across all 
branches co;1tinues to be. a good risk management system at a head-office level. We 
recommend that while BRAC keeps the same system at a hea<f-oflice level, branches 
should do their own income statements with the branch' s loan loss expense reflecting 
the risk in rheir po11folio, rather rhan a flat 2% of disbursements. Some variarion of 
the sysmm we used above is suggested. 

Each branch shou ld be required to prepare a one page summaty statemem of the loan 
loss reserve on a quarterly basis that reconciles the balance sheet figure with the 
rreatmenr of various loans. Branches will need a quarterly .AJ>O to do this - the new 
computer system (already in 60 branches) sho.uld facilitate this process. Regional 
managers should b·e doing the same for their region. 

2. We also recommend that any loan that is over two years past due plus all NIBL 
should be fom1ally written off the balance sheet. BRAC sh.ould continue efforts to 
collect these loans sliould this be possible and any income should be shown as a 
recovery, but these loans should nor be carried on the balance sheet 

1.6 Future Loan Capital Funding Gap: One Scenario 

Given rhe continued growth .of the portfolio, furure funding needs are an important 
question. The fo llowing scenario is one way to under-stand the issue. which is powerfully 
affected by the much greater number of .. emerging" younger branches. 
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lf, for instance, all of the branches were made instantly "mature", they would have 
around the same average loan size as an average Year 14 Branch. Under this scenario. 
the younger branches (given their 

1999 Total Projected Suggested 
much greater number) would 
generate a tremendous demand for 

Branch TPO Average Future 

capitaL BRAC would need to 
(OOOs) Branch Funding 

raise an additional Taka 3 TPO Gap 

billion-a 75% increase in the 
total Microfinance loan portfo lio. Year3 260,820 827,540 566,720 

The table to the right illustrates Year4 324,870 709,320 384,450 

this scenario. This analysis does YearS 636,064 1,229,488 593.424 

not include the impact of outpostS Year 6 560,418 1,087,624 527,206 

or l\1ELA, which would increase Year 7 332 ,975 591,100 258,125 

capital requirements. YearS 285,209 449,236 164,027 
YearS 381,250 591 ,100 209,850 

The primary point here is that Year10 280,764 425,592 144,828 

while the RDP/RCP microfinance Year11 359,005 449,236 90,231 

program is sustainable, as is Year 12 272,258 331 ,016 58,758 

discussed elsewhere, it clearly will Year13 228,558 - 260,084 31 ,526 

need additional capi.tal f()r growth. Year 14 165,508 165,508 0 

if it is going to be able to respond 
Total 4 ,087,699 7,1 16,844 3 ,029,145 

to growing borrower need. 

1.7 Current BRAC Portfolio Issues: An Initial Analysis 

Given the limitations on the rime available to Shorebank staff for rhis review. it wa:S not 
possible to do a full-scale analysis of the 630,000 past due loans. However. within the 
available time. an initial analysis was performed. and the resultS are included in 
Appendix 5 (see tables & graphs). This question needs much more time than available to 
Shorebank. The MIS data is useful and can be .. mined" for more insight, but surveys and 
focus groups of borrowers with delinquent loans>vill also be necessary to develop more 
qualitative and actionable insights. Here arc some initial conclusions: 

I. The [GVGD and housing loans are a concern. 16% ofTPO loans are to lGVGDP 
members; 21% of delinquent loans are to IGVGDP members. 2% of the TPO 
loans are in housing; 6% of the delinquent portfolio are housing. 

2. No Strong differences in loan size bet~>.•een the TPO and delinquent portfolio. but 
there is a slightly larger concentration in the Taka 5000- 10000 range. 

3_ 66% of delinquent loans were disbursed over a five-quarter period ranging from 
Jan 1998 through March 1999 This is a highly suggestive finding 

4. I 0% of delinquent loans were disbursed in between 1993 and the end of 1997. 
Given their age. these loans should examined very closely. and perhaps be written 
off totally. 

5. lt was not possible to analyze delinquent loans vs. geography. branch. region or 
flood-affected areas; this should be done. 
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2. Management and Analysis of saving$ Activities 

2.1 Sav ings Program Summary 

B RAC' s cumulative net savings 
increased 30% over tbe past year. 
This increase, however, represe.nts a 
decrease in the rate of savings gro,vth 
when compared to i.he 45% increa~-e 
in net cumulative savings groWth 
over the previous year, so the rate of 
gro\\.ih is slowing down. On 
average, there has been a 48% 
av<'.rage increase in net saving s per 
year since 1989. A large portion of 
this relative decrease in the net 
cumulative savings rat-e, can be 
e>."Plained by the severe flood at tlie 
end of1998 and BRAC's decision to 

in cumu l;~. tlve 

.,--·-, (48% Avg Grow th/Year Since 

198'5: 1S90 19&1 \9'92 "'\99l 1994 1935 1995 1591 19~S 1SS9 

T•ka (MM) 

allow members to withdraw up to 50% of their accumulated savings to deal with the 
crisis. The high dropout rate and reduced member discipline after the tlood also 
contributed to the decline. 

The chan immediately below shews the impact of the flood on savings withdrawal in 
more detail As can be expected. withdrawals were-substantially higher than deposits 
during October, November and December of 1998, and January through Jtme of 1999 

IMo>nthlvWithdrawalsas Pareent of Monthly Deposits for 1998 
1~99- All Micro Programs 

~~~==============~~======================~~ 
100% t-~---.-::-:;:::;;:;-r---

The flood and post flood negative impact on savings has multiple causes. 
I) Members do aot attend mee1ings and ltence we<;kly savings deposits are lost 
2) Members withdraw savings to cope v.ith £he disaster. There is substantial diversion 

of these savings into consumption spending as households struggle to cope. 
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3) In the post flood period. members' discipline is disrupted, and many do not have 
funds to continue making weekly sa\-ings depositS. 

4) Others drop out using savings to cover the past due in their portfolio 

The proportionate increase in the withdrawaVdcposit rate in the second half of 1999 over 
1998 prior to the flood is less easy to explain. One reason given by management is that 
loan officers put substantial pressure on borrowers to repay past dues during this period 
(i.e. the post ' harvest months). and as a result. members withdraw savings to make up the 
shortfalL The members affected are pleased because they can then get another loan as 
they are no longer delinquent, and branch staff/POs are pleased because they are 
commended by senior management for improving the delinquency situation at the 

Monthly S:avings W ithdr:aw:lls (bb) During 1998 and 1999- All Micro 
Programs 

branches. Head-Qffice put an end to this behavior by putting a cap on weekly sa\oings 
withdrawals during any panicular month Only 200/o of total weekly savings deposited 
during any particular month. can be withdrawn_ In future. we expect to see a decline in 
the rario as deposits relative to savings rise. 

There are also seasonal 
influences. which affect the 
demand for withdrawals (see chart 
above). Around June-July the 
demand goes up when the first 
Monsoon rains begin to occur. 
and in late November and early 
December (i.e. the pre-harvest 
period). households need 
additional cash to tide them over 
Overall, the increase in the 

)saVIngs Withdraw als a_s •t. Deposits J 

Jan to Dec 1999 )i~~j!i25]~~:J'--l 

Jan to June 1999 ~ .. !!j'~l<~~;;,r;;;;;jL=== 
I 

Jan to Dec 1998 .tlmm:ll~:;::~:::;:;:::J 
1 I 

Jan to .l.Jne 1998 

0% 20"/o 60% 

withdrawals/deposits ratio is a cause for concern, especially given BRAC's reliance on 
savings to fund the growth in its loan portfolio (see cbart above). 
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Many variables affect savings accumulation by members, not least of all the viability of 
their businesses. which is largely dependent on the underlying economics of the locality 
in which they are si.tuated, and the entrepreneurs' managemem.abilities. While we have 
had no data on tllis historically, BRAC's introduction of computers at the branch level. 
together with its introduction of three new special savings products (discussed later) 
should allow for sufficient data collection to better understand the savings behavior of its 
members. We recommend that this trackio!!. should be accompanied by ao analvsis of the 
economic ootenrial of each localitv so that BRAC can be strategic about all the products 
and services it provides in the future. 

The chart below illustrates changes in the net accumulated savings/member in each 
branch cohort to better understand I) how the length of membership· has allowed 
members to accumulate substantial savings, and 2) what the change of member savings 
accumulation in each branch age cohort bas been from 1998 to 1999. 
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The picwre above. shows that net average savings p.er member i11creased over the past 
year as much as 38% in Year 3 and Year 4 branches. In all older branch years (except 
Year 13 branches which remained flat). there was a decline. with the most substantial 
decline in average per member savings in Year 14 branches. The average member in 
Year 14 branches withdrew 20% of their accumulated savings over the year. This is 
probably. in part. to do with the fact they these older members used tire flood as an 
opponunity to withdraw from their relatively large ' savings stock'- something they were 
not allowed to do previously (at least in practice) . 

Overall, the biweekly deposits at YO meetings remained more or less unchanged with 
around Tk20/month! member being deposited in most branches. With the introduction 
of the new savings products, we expect this level tO be maintained, rather than to grow. 
given that members will choose to put their additional funds into one of the other savings 
products which have more flexible tenns and hfgher interest rates (in the case of the 
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longer term savings products). The overall collection rate may increase slightly with 
BRAC's retum to weekly meetings instead of biweekly meetings, as Tk5 is easier for 
members to deposit weekly, than Tk I 0 biweekly 

Recommendation: 'Old' Savings Products 

I. We recommend that BRAC retains itS forced weekly savings but renames it as a 
rnanda10ry pension contribution_ We also are in favor of BRAC continuing to take 
5% off the top of loans (i_e. compulsory savings). but rename this as loan deposit 
requirement. This will reduce confusion between the new savings products that are 
being introduced and which are voluman•. and the old mechanisms where BRAC 
forced members to make savings deposits 

2.2 Pilot Savings Program in the Urban Areas 

In March 1999 BRAC began a strategy to increase net savings growth An increase in 
sa,.-ings is good for members for times of lifecycle needs. like marriage. and for times of 
cri_<:is. It is also good for BRAC as it provides a stable source ofless expensive cash to 
fund itS portfolio growth. as well as improving the potential development impact of its 
poverry alleviation interventions as members accumulate assets. 

BRAC discussed savings with its Shorebank consultams in 1998, and brought ina local 
C),.-pert, Stuart Rutherford, in March 1999 to help them think through a savings strategy 
This resulted in the design of three new products. which were tested in BRAC's urban 
areas. A summarized description of the three new 'special savings' products is beiO\'\. 

Long Term Monthly Savings Fued Savings Current Accoum 
Accounts Accounts Savin<>s Accounts 

Eliglbtlity Members, Associate Members Members. Assocbte Members. Assoctate 
and Staff Members. and Staff Members and Staff 

Term / .S or LO years J to .S years No fixed term 
Marumv 
Interest 8% compounded anntUII~ 9% compounded 5% annuall~ on 
Rare annualh· .average lowest 

monthlv babnre. 
Mirumum Tk 50. Must continue saving this Tk 1000. Or any No minimum 
deposit amount monthly. Higher lugher dcnomin:uion 

denomi nation in hundreds. in thousands. 
Withdrawal Only on maturity. Only on matu rity. No restnction as long 
coodirions as TkSO in account . 
Penalry for No interest for year of c:~rl) No Interest for year No penalties. 
breaking withdrawal . f ees for late of early withdrawal. 
ccnrncr deposits and for closing account fee for early closing 

before maturirv ale I Place for Account opening at branch. Account opening at Account opening at 

o-ansactions Deposits in VO meeting or branch. Deposits at branch. Deposns in 
I brunch. branch VO meeting or branch 
I Passbook Issued for Taka 10 I Issued for Taka 10 Issued for Taka 10 
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By all account=?, the pilot in the urban areas has beeJJ highly succ.essfi!l. By February 
2000. after five months of the introduction of the products, over 12,000 members and 
associate members have opened special savings accounts. Seventy five percent of the 
new accounts have been opened by members, as lending offic·ers have focused on 
reaching them firsr. 

Over the same period, around Tk9 million in net savings has been raised from these three 
products. This is an average of around Tk717 of savings per member in just five months 
-a very encouraging result as both the Taka amount and the number of savings accounrs 
opened is growing rapidly. Three thousand new accounts were opened betweeti January 
and February 2000, which represents a 30% increase o¥er the previous month. 

As a poim of comparison, the averaae member net ctnnulative savings in a YearS or 
Year 6 RDP branch is around this revel and members who have been in the RDP 
program for 14 years, have chosen to save only around 2.5 times this amount p~r member 
over the em ire period through the weekly savings progra~ 

lmerviews with the 
management and 
field staff of the 
urban lending 
program reported no· 
startup problems and 
noted general 
enthusiasm fo"T rhe 
products. ln general, 
non-UO members 
like shop-owners 
often needed more 
encouragement to 
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open accounts with BRAC. lnterviews reveal that this is time co·nsuming for staft~ften 
up tO one hour per potential account -a $1bStamial cost.. which needs to be taken into 
account. 

The chart shows that 55% of account holders chose the long-term monthly option (see 
table above for product explanations), 14% chose the fiked account option, and the 
remainder preferred the current account option. lt is unclear.at this stage whether these 
choices are a ii.Jnction of staff preferences.. and hence better marketing of specific 
products. or whether members are informed evenly on all products. Time will tell as 
customers become rnore sophisticated. and staff gain more knowledge on the b'enefirs of 
each product. 

Our interviews revealed that associate members (i.e. non UO members) like shop ow11ers 
need flexibility and often prefer to open current accounts, followed by long-term monthly 
accounts. Forry six percent of all Taka invested in the new savings products is in current 



accounts vs. 31% in long term monthly aC(:.oums (se~ chart). At the moment. over 99% 
of account holders l1ave only one account. However, there is no reason why many should 
be opposed to opening two accounts: one for currenr needs that has more flexib ility, and 
one for longer term savings which has less flexibility_ but pays a higher imerest rate. 

2.3 Roll-Out of New Savings Products to the Rural Areas 

We f-eel that tbe overall concept behind each of the special savings products makes a lot 
of sense. In addition, the successful mobilization of savings among squatters and slum 
dwellers bodes well for a roll-out to the rural areas. We do have several 
recommendations concerning the overall design, pricing , logistic, cost and risk elements 
of the prodtJcts. 

Recommendations: Special Savings Products 

L Cun-ent account product challenges. This product al lows both for very small 
savings to incrementa l) y build an asser base for the poor, as well as proviiling 
flexibility o f withdrawals for rhose who prefer to make larger depos·its in a secure 
institution where they have access to the funds. The challenge for BRI\C with 
respect to this product will be fourfold. lt will have to set. up systetns and checks and 
balances to· 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Manage the potential tor fraud. which is far larger with this product than with other 
products where the term and amounts deposited are fixed. 

Manage the demands on administrative staff if the numb.er of trans.actions among 
even a poltion of these savers is high_ 

Manage the. higher transactions costs associated with more ·fi·equent withdrawals and 
smaller deposits; and 

Man~ge the liquidity at rhe branc.h JeveJ as it is uJJdear when, how ofte.n, aJJd how 
much current account savers will withdraw. 

2. Reduc.ing the ln t:erest Rate on Current Accounts: Even though the interest rate on 
chis prodtlv"t at 5% is sl ightly below the inflation rate. something in principal which 
should be avoided if possible. we stlll propose that the pricing of this particular 
pro.du.ct is too higll. relative ro the competitive market situation, as such should be 
reduced before the program is rolled out. 

SmaH depositors now pay fees to banks for current accounts. Research has also 
shown that even the poor pay others (like shop keepers) to keep their savings safe. 
Swdies reiterate over and over again thar the poor are less concerned with interest rare 
and more concerned with convenience. safety and liquidity of their deposits. We thus 
feel strongly that for low balances held in current acGounts, this interest rare should be 
reduced until it can be shown that BRAC can cover all the administrative expenses 
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and operating-costs associated v.ith the product. and still lend prot'itably. And since 
there is no market competition, any imerest on a rorally flex.ibfe account is an 
improvemenr over what members have at presenL BRAC can, however choose to 
reward members that keep higher monthly balances iu their current accounts, and that 
enga£e in less withdrawals. 
~-

3. Cost An:1lysis. We recommend that BRAC do a thorough cost analysis of its savings 
delivery system. Understa11ding the cost of savings products all.ows the rnicrofinance 
institution to adjust both the product and thedeliverysystcm in order to enhance their 
conmourion to overall fi nancial perfonnanc<::. Such studies are particularly importam 
in the early years on an institution's growth.'" Cost studies allow an institution to 
better fix the interest rate or conditions of a product or adjust the delivery technology 
A sruily of the full wsts of adminis1e-.ring a savings account ser,;ic.e could be 
striJcturl:d by dividing the costs into five major groups:"' 

• financial costs (i.e. interest paid on deposits). 
• variable operational costs (iransaction costs}, 
• fixed <>perational costs (prorated branch office expenses) 
• indirect tosts (general overhea'd of the bank's. head office),-and 
• organizational costs (one-time serup costs). 

Tf the program is doing the cost srudy in the early phases of its savings deposit 
mobilization among low-income clients, it should be very careful tO project costs to 
reflect a mature level of operations. JncorrociJy assigning too hjgh a level of fixed 
costs to too small an operational base will unfairly bias fhe institution against a 
pan.icular product before the product has a change fo establish itself. 

4. T mining of Staff. Strccessful sa~ings program rely on informed staff who are able to 
communicate the necessary infom1ation to clients, and who are trained in outstanding 
customer service. BR.AC will face a challenge in reorienting its lending officers 
(eurrentl)' BRAC's savings officers as well) who are used to chasing up services 
charges. Joan delinquencies and torced weeldy savings, t o have a 'hands-on
approach towards their new savings cuswmers. who may or may not have a 
delinquent loan outstanding. · 

Savings and loan matters need 10 be handled separately, and a~ long as the same staff 
person is h;mdling both, this separation will be a major challenge. It is a good Jhing, 
therefore, that all withdrawals will be taking place at the branch, outside the control 
of the loan officer. Accounting staff who handle witbdraw<J.lS and branch 
management will also need to be retrained in terms of how to·deal with sav1ogs 
customers ln various situations. Example: how to handle a highly delinquem borrower 
who wishes to withdraw a large amount of voluntary savings for consumption and not 
for paying off the loan'? 

We recommend that BRAC tra-ining for branch managers and Region11l Savings POs, 
who are then asked to train branch staff. RDP' s trainers should develop the course, 
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and one of the main teaching methodologies shou.ld be role plays based on real 
situations that co.uld occur. BRAC head-ofrice should also write up a memorandum 
of the do's and don'ts to guide field .staff. 

5 Mark~ting of Stwings l'<oducts. Marketing, of saving.> products will be critical. VO 
members probably expect nothing less than for BR.AC to take their savings and not 
return it for a long time (based on the weekly savings model). BRAC's clients in the 
urban areal; did not have the same hi5foricallegacy to overcome. POs will have to 
believe in the products. be patient and convincing. They will also need to be trained 
in rhe alternatives oftered by banks so that they can be eonvincing when associate 
members ask them the advantages of banking with BRAC vs. a bank (i.e. location, 
interest on cutTen! savings, monthly product .etc.) 

Strategy for marketing should b.e a function of branch and regional management with 
head-office support. Head-office should also consider using the media and also 
inventing new ways to raise savings that draw-in targeted customers (like 
competitions or lotteries used in BRIand BAi\iC(SQL). 

6. Risk M:wagemeut and MlS· The old cliche that you ecan only manage what you 
measure is true. A set of indicators on individual savings should be tracked. 
Indicators, which measure branch and savings officer perform·ance, should a\:,o be 
produced. More complex liquidity management wi ll need to !alee place ar all levels 
through the organization. AI a head-office leveL BRAC needs to learn: a) to wha1 it 
extent ir can rely on savings as a funding source: b) how stable is that source of funds; 
c) how to better manage liquidity and investment po>~ions given the changes in 
deposit and withdrawal pan em. This can only be done with an the help of good 
communication and systematized MIS reponing and analysis .. The .MlS system will 
also help BRAC to understand the features of its products that customer' s value. and 
how the product. should be modified (or the range of products expanded) to attract 
other savers., and the financial impact of product modifications (like interest rate, term 
changes. or frequency of withdrawal policies) on the system. 

7. b:tcentives and Signals-. Management: should be clear in their expectations of Staff 
and should reward good performance accordingly, Staff should know the couple of 
indicators which management is using to track their performance. If staf1' are 
expected to i11crease branch profhabiiity by raising savings. the!L indicators should 
reflect the productivity of staff'111 this regard. and the b ranch's cost of funds. 

Head office needs to give staff the tight signals. We thus recommend that BRA .. C 
increases its transfer price to branches from 9% to 12%, o.therwise there is no 
in.centive for branches to t:aise fixed deposits at 9%, and very little incentive for them 
to raise long term ·;avings at %%. Bram:hes should be rewarded for achieving higher 
profits, which will depend to a substantial extent on their cost of funds position (ie. 
are they raising savings at an average of7-8% or are they borrowing from head-office 
at I 2%). A note on incerrtives js included below. 
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Staff in centive plans a re a risk m a nagement t ool or control. v 

·10.: fundam.:mol princip le behind incentiv~ pl:ms. whether iris for the staff OJ larg<: or top 
marogement. is to align what is good for the ind~> •dual "ith what is good for the institution and. 
b~· extension. the sh:lreholders. The need for such incentive plans arises because i.n most 
organizational structures of the privmc sector ultun:ue ownership of the assets may ~ide in the 
shareholders. but da~ -to-d::~y control of those ass<:ts rests in the hands of the employees that 
comprise mamgement. Accordingly. :lbsent sp.x:ific 3nd very deliber.ue mechanisms. there is no 
ll3tUr.ll :lSSUr.lnCC that m:umgement's agenda \\111 comcidc w irh that of the mst•tution or the 
sh:m:holdcrs ... Iftherc is no alignment: the MFI is at risl.. of not achieving its objectives. 

Really hard management decisions a re not difficult because large sums of money are involved. 
but because they deal \\~th people. Good inccotivo: pl:ms recognize that managers are not driven 
by economic incentives alone. especially in miss1on-driven institutions like MF!s However, 
c.xperience has shown that monetary compensation is often synonymous with famil} 
responsibili~ . and that is a powerful addition pulling on the side of institutional aims, especial!} 
when m:magementmust make !he difficult deciSIOns that lea•e "dead and wounded" in its wale~. 

Basic Principles For Staff Incentive Schemes 

In designing an incentive scheme for senior nmn.1gcment (or any other staff member). ir is 
important to cousidcr the fol lo\\~ng. p rinciples . 

• 

• 

• 

Key indicators in the incentive schem~ must be I muted to those few factors that reaUy matter . 
In mtcrofinancc. portfolio size and qual it~ an: ob' 1ous choices. but for senior management 
institutional factors such as profit:lbilit~. number of chenrs. and staff turnover rna) also be 
constcered. 
lnc~ti' es should ri:ward people for issu.:s that are \\1rtun their span of control and for a 
behavior that !hey c:m direct!~ affect 
Incentives) Stems should be simple. No more than five. and preferably fewer, vanables 
should be sekcted. 
The rationale for rhc sclccrcd indicators should be clear for them to bavc legiti macy . 
The targets set must be achicv:lble and mcasurabk It is no use to select a variable thar 
ewryone agrees IS very important. like customer service. but no one knows how to reliably 
m=e or for targetS to be set so high lh:ll thc~ cannot be reached. 

Top management. however. is ~ponsible for taCtical and stiategic issues. In deciding whether 10 

open or close branches. to tum an 1\GO into a bank. ro de"clop new financtal products. tht: 
potential for confltct betw ccn individual and instllut•onal goals ts more prevalent and more 
difficult to detect. ns the issues become more comple.x. Top management incent1 vc plans must 
therefore comb me both current compensation (to cover the tactical or short·tenn impact of !he 
function) and ownership (to t:Uce into account the srrategic or long term dimensions). 

With compensation and 0\\11ership working Ill tandem to ensure that management's agenda and 
the shareholders' agenda :1rc aligned. !he full po"cr of the st:rlf can be chann~led to fulfill !he 
institution's miss•on 
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3. 3ranch and m~AC Financiai SustainabiHty 

3.1 Financial Sustainabi/ity Summary 

Tt must be stated at the outset that the question of"sustainability" is a very complex one. 
and one often used too easily and inaccurately. Sustainabiliry for wchicb program(s)? 
Which set ofbranches? Over what period? Including continued Joan portfolio growth? 
This is not a straightforward question wirh a yes or no answ~r. but rather a continuum of 
questions and answers that apply dttierenrly to different pcograms and activities. 

However complex this issue is. as BR.d.C graduates from the RDP IV program, the 
question of sustainab.ility will be the central issue for the organization. Although the 
focus in this review relates to only two ofBRAC's many programs: the Microfinancc and 
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BRAC s sector program. it must be noted that each BRAC branch acmally administers a 
variery of programs. As a result. the branch sustainability question is not easily divided 
olfinto a separate discussion, as if the br.anch were only dedicated to a single activity. 

fu general. the situation facing BRAC is thatlhe Microfinance program is self-sustaining 
ori an operating basis (i.e. it is ti nancially self-sufficient) but has to solve the challenge of 
obtaining capital to suppon increasing demand for Microfinance loans (especially for 
MELA, as PKSF funds will support VO lending). The sector program, however. is in a 
very different .situation and is far from bei·ng sustainable. To continue anv version of the - -current set of sector programs 1vill require significant change and creativity on BRAC's 
pan of secure sufficient ti.tnds ro suppon those activities. This is discussed further later 
in our report. 
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3.2 Branchwise Microfinance Sustainability 

As can be seen by the chart above. there is considerable variation between branch age 
cohorts with respect to profitability and sustainabilily. In general, this is because the 
younger branches hav~ less developed loan portfolios. smaller loan sizes and less 
productive staff (i.e: the ratios of loan volume/staff is relatively low). Overall , there has 
been a consistent trend over time that as a branch matures, it becomes more profitable 
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and sustainable. Consistent with the variation between branches based on age. we also 
see that between 1998 and 1999. the older branches became significantly more profitable, 
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but there was deterioration in the profitability of me "middle aged'' branches. At lhis 
point, the reasons for this uneven performance are unclear, and will take a much more 
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detailed analysis of how these branches were variously affected by the flood, hartals and 
other issues. 

Another perspective on sustainability is to examine this question through the perspective 
of different progTams, ranging from the "srandard" RDP program to· the-more subsidized 
VGD programs to the newly emerging Urban lending program. The chan below shows 
that while there is substantial variation between programs. As would be ~:;xpected, the 
overall result is the current "mix" of BRAC Microfinance programs generates about a 
106% annual sus!ainabil ity or profitability result on an operating basis. The major 
contributors to the ov~rall profitability of the BRAC's ;>.1ic.rofinance programs, are the 
highly profitable RCP branches which the donor consortium originally capitalized. As 
can be expected, the other younger programs and newer RDP branches and outposts are 
still generatine losses. - ~ 

3.3 Microfinance Program Sustainability: An Accounting Perspective 

From a purely accounting perspective. 
this table shows the operational 
profitl(loss) for 1999 for each of the 

Program Name 

RDP 
RCP 
IGVGDP 
BlJP 
PLDP 

several Microfinance programs. Given 
that each of the different Microfinance 
programs has a di!Jerent funding 
strucrure, a slightly ditTerent tatget 
lio rrower group. are expanding at 
different rates, and are of different age$, it 
is not surprising that there is substantial PKSF Credit 

1999 Income or 
Loss from 

0 crations 
(17,723,851)" 
120,792,535 
(5,59-7,569) 

(25,040,827) 
2,912,95 1 

45,492,7 LO 

variation between sustai rtabil ity or 
profitability performance. On balance, Total L19,420,47 l 
however, the consolidated Microfina·nce vrograrns generated an operating surplus in 
1999. Thts result does not incorporate any additional grant subsidy that might be 
available to the various programs such as the RDP program. 

3.4 Subsidy Dependence Index for Microfinance Programs 

There are three ways that are often used to calculate the sustainability of an MFI. The 
two more commonly used are described below· 

Operational Self Sufficiencv: 
This ratio shows the extent to which an MFl covers an its operating costs including loan 
losses om of internally generated income. Based on the adjusted income statement tim is 
attached as an appendix, BRAC's miero programs' operational self-su tliciency is 142% 
(vs. 182% for 1998}. 

Financial Self Sufficiency: 
This ratio shows the extent to which an MFl covers all its operating costs (i ncluding 
LLP) plus .financing costs plus cost of capital. The impact of inflation on equity and 
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fixed assets is also taken into accounl BR..A:C's micro programs' financial self
sufficiency for 1999 was 116% ( vs. 144% for 1998) based on the subsidy-adjusted 
income statement included as an attacbmem. 

The reason for the decline in self-sufficiency berween 1998 and 1999 is mainlv due to the . -
fast expansion of BRAC's portfolio. flood impacts, and a general increase in 
delinquency. Sustainability generally improves when there are improve ments in two of 
its major drjvers: (a) portfolio yield and (b) administrative costs. Both of these 
deteriorated over the past year due mainly to the severe flood, and the opening of many 
new branch.es. 

The Subsidy Dependence Index CSDD 
This ratio is a third way to calculate the financial viability of an MFI. Essentially, this 
ratio measures the degree to which an MFf relies on subsidies for its continued 
operations. One of the main ditTereuces.between this ratio and the financial self
sufficiency ratio is that the SDI uses a market proxy for the ' price of equity ' While 
certainly subjective, it is fair to assume that equity investors generally demand a rate of 
rerum above the i11flation rate. The SDl uses the markel costs of funds rate as 'the 
proxy.' Calculations for the ~;ubsidy dependence index are made off unadjusted financial 
statements. 

The SD! ratio for BRAC's micro programs is 0.25 or25%. The ratio is calculated as 
follows: 

A *(m-c)+[CE*m)-o).;.k. where 
LP*i 

A *(m-e)= MFI concessional borrow~ funds (A) outstanding multiplied 
by the difference between what BR.A.C paid on its subsidized funds (c), 
and what it would have nad w pay if it got them at commercial rates (m). 
(BRAC is already accessing a portion of its funds at cpmmercial rates. 
We used a 11.5% rate as a proxy for the market rate on the portion of its 
funds, which it is getting at subsidized rates). 

E = Average equity. We priced this at the same 11.5% market rate (m) 
and subtracted the reported unadjusted annual profit (p). We then added 
other subsidies (k) . 

The entire numerator is divided by the average outstanding loan portfolio (LP)/(average 
imeresr earned/average loan portfolio outstanding}. ln other words. the loan portfolio is 
divided by the portfolio yield (i). In BR...-\.C's case, i=25% 

The subsidy dependence index tells us that BRAC will probably need to increase it 
effective interest rate of25% by .25 if it wanted to be able to attract additional equity and 
be entirely free of donor support for its micro program. 
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A 25% increase on BRAC's current effective rare would increase the rate by six 
percentage points to 3 1%. We have included the 1999 income statement plus 
adjustments at the end of this report. 

3.5 1998 vs, 1999 Cost Structure Analysis 

Tl<2.500 ~--;------------------.-------------, 
Avg. Operating Costs Per Branch (1998 vs. 1999) 
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As illustrated by the g[aphs above and below, there are no signiftcanl changes betwe->...n 
the 1998 and 1999. cost ~tn1cture that s...<>em significant. Overall, costs grew by !!bOut 3%, 
which is still below the inflation rate. Stafr costs have generally increased, due in pan to· 
a general staff salary in late 1998, as well as ·due to the fast expansion to new branches 
and outposts. That expense increase is balanced out by a drop in head oftice a!ld regional 
office expenses. reduction in loan loss expense. and a slighr drop in general expense. 
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Recommendations: Sustainability 

L BRAC should track the operational and financial self-sufficiency of its credit program 
on a quarterly basis. Branch managers should also compute these ratios and should 
be asked to report on any changes in rrends. Branch managers should also be 
calculating their portfo lio yield and costqffunds ratios on a monthly basis to 
reinforce the priority that BRAC head-office is attaching tosustaillability. There 
should a placard on the wall at branches that talks to sustainability and cost recovery 
issues in much the same way as one er.ists for activity and delinquency reporting. 

2. We recommend that BRAC pays vigHam attention to the administrative expense to 
average loan poitfo lio outstanding ratio as operating costs tend to go out of control as 
fast growth and expansion takes place. Without ttacking the productivity and 
efticiency of spending, it is too easy t<J rationalize all expenses as being due1o grow1h 
and eKpansion. We .fi.uther recommend that the administrative costs be broken out as 
above, with an additional category for costs associated with the. new savings products. 

3. Shorebank' s experience with development finance and Microfinance programs 
strongly suggests that unless absolutely unavoidable, the practice. of hidden cross
subsidy between programs should be avoided. We recommend that each program 
should be deli ned with enough clarity so that it is clear as to whether or not the 
program is operating at a loss or a surplus. After that reality is ascertained. then it is 
up lo the larger organization (BRAC in this case) lo decidethe possible use of any 
program surplus. or the justification for the organization absorbing any loss. (For that 
feasQn, the Microfinance programs in this analysis have not been combined with the 
sectoral programs, for although they are related. they are very di ffierent programs, 
delivery systems. and development Sttat-egies)_ 

3.6 Changes Necessary for BRAC Branches to Become Profits Centers 

A visit to some branches revealed that B'RAC•s branch managers are far more aware of 
the branch's finances than in·the past. and have a better sense of the key drivers of 
profitability. This is largely as a result of the financial training that branch managers are 
receiving. 

One of the most challenging aspect of operating branch offices as profit centers is the 
correct assignment of costs so dm each branch and (individual stat!) are rewarded or 
punished. based on its performance. We. suggest three ne>..'t steps in the process towards 
branches that operate as profit ceme>s: 

• First,, each branch should incur a loan loss expense that reflects the delinquency and 
aging situation ofloans in its ponfolio. All branches-should receive-a formula from 
head-office to calculate the loan loss expense based on the risk in their ponfo'lio. A 
suggested format is: (1 00% x (NIB L + loans past due over 100 weeks) + SQ'>Io x 
(loans past due 50-100 weeks)+ 2-3% ofrhe remaining principal outstanding.) This 
will create local impact and incentives to manage the quality ofthe loan portfolio. 
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• Second. each branch should produce trend repons on branch profitability in much the 
same way as they do for the loan portfolio quality. Key ratios and indicators such as 
net income. portfolio yield. savings/TPO. cost of funds. administrative expenses 
/average outstanding, loan loss expense I average ourstanding ,and return on assets 
should be calculated. This will enable a branch to understand how increased 
delinquency increases their costs (through the loan loss expense). and how mobilizing 
various savings "Products affects their cost of funds. Productivity measures such as 
net savings/loan officer. and# savings account /loan officer, T.PO / loan officer and 
# loans/loan officer should also be tracked. Trend reports are crucial to compare 
improvement or deterioration of key variables over time. 

• Third. head-office should consider introducing a system of incentives to reward good 
performance and punish poor performance This is an excellent technique for 
accountability and aligning the goals of staff with the goals of the organization All 
field staff should get a base salary. with the rest of their annual salary coming out of 
performance incentives. The performance incentives should be such that the average 
staff person can improve his/her income by around 30-50% if she achieves the goals. 
lf incentives are only 10-1 5% of the monthly increase in average wages, the system 
will not sufficiently discriminate between poor and srrong perfo rmers Incentives 
should be paid at one or two intervals during the year, possibly at the tim·e when staff 
have extra financi ng needs (like before festivals or when the school season begin) If 
incentive payments are made monthly. staff will feel it is part oftheir wages. rather 
than a performance bonus. 

Incentives should be kept simple. and designed to achieve the major goals of the 
organization. Key variables for an individual incentive system should include. at least. a 
delinquency indicator. an outreach indicator, and a grov.th indicator (both for portfolio 
growth and net sa\~ngs growth). And finally. the playing field should be leveled before 
any inter-branch performance rating takes place 

Incentives need to be carefully thought through before they are introduced as they can be 
destructive to staff morale and performance if they are not designed appropriately. Their 
introduction needs to be accompanied by a thorough explanation to statf so that everyone 
understands what gets rewarded and what does not. BRAC can consider piloting the 
incentive scheme in a number of branches before introducing it company-wide. 

Recommendations: Profit Centers 

A three step process as discussed above is recommended to reinforce the transition of 
branches into profit centers: I) branches' income statement should reflect a loan loss 
expense that bears a relationship to the risk in the relevant branch's portfolio, 2) key 
branch profitability ratios should be track and analy-zed on a monthly basis and given the 
same imponance as activity and delinquency currently have; and J) head-office should 
develop a carefully thought through system of incentives to reinforce and align staff 
behavior with the objectives of the program. 
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3. 7 Cost recovery performance of the sector programs 
Over the past year there was a 33% improvement in cost recovery for the sector 
programs. Fisherie.s, social forestry and essential health care (not Listed here t>ecause it is 
highly subsidi:;o:ed} contributed to this improvement. Cost recovery in the poultry and 
livestock sector remained flat, which could be interpreted positively given that the 

sector' s 
~~r--,r=========~========~==========~~~ 

Improvement Jn Cos1 Recove-ry of Sedor Programs 99 .. vs. 98 participants grew 
:30% !----=~~~~= by around 9%. 

Costs in 
·agriculture 
(vegetable and 
horticulture) rose 
significantly 
because 20 
extenslo11 workers 
were trained in 
each brand\. 

25% 1---- ---

10% 

5% 

0% These extension 
% tolal cost Fou~ry I Fisheries For~stry Serioulure Rural Horticulurei workers are YO 

fi!GOv.,-y liv,estocj( en1erpiise vege!able members who 
will now be 

responsible for delivery services to farmers including fertilizer, pesticides and seeds. 
They get commission on their sales. Thi> is essentially a move to privatize some of 
BRAC services in atretTOtt for sust.ainability~ 

The improvement in co~t recovery is due to a number of factors: 
I) an improvement i tl the collection of service charges (Jess past dues) 
2) an increase in the productiviry ofstaff{more sector participants. and hence, 

economies of scale), 
3} a slight reduction \n program oosts (more substantial cuis are expected in 2000). 

The table shows the substantial improvement ill the collections of all sectors Vv'hile this . 
may be an overstatement 
given thar sector managers 
are not always certain of the 
level of activity in the sectors, 
and hence who owes fees, 
that there is a substantial 
i mprovemeot is beyond 
doubL With the cohlputer 

Servrce Charges 

Potjtsy & Uveslod<. 
FisheOes 
S, ForesW 
SSOcullure 
li>gricutture 
Total 

collected vs.due '98 collected vs.due '99 
63% 86o/o 
·30"/o 89% 

73% 90% 

98% oo<'k 
39% 71% 

45% 83% 

system, managers will be able to better t(ack both activity and service charges. and hence 
v.-;11 be better equipped to reduce costs a11d increase productivity and collections wherever 
possible. 
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Percentage Cost Recovery in 1999: Actual vs. RDP IV 
Target 

~~~----~~----------------------~----. 
50"1. 1------- ----;CROP 301 branches '99 

e Targel ROP N Plan 

% total cost Poulry I Fmheroos Forostry Senculure RUial Horbeulure/ 
recovery Westock enterprise vegetab• 

While the improvement in cost recovery is indeed significant, it is sti ll way below the 
target originally set in the RDP rv budget It is. however, beyond the scope of this 
analysis to determine to what extent this is a problem of inaccurate target setting vs. 
inadequate cost control (e.g. with respect to training) and productivity management of the 
sector programs. lt is likely a mixture of both But because the costs for poultry and 
livestock. sericulture. agriculture and rural enterprise are s0 significantly over the initial 
targets. we feel that it is important to analyze the underlying costing of the sector 
program in some detail before significant sector expansion takes place. 

T~ 1 000 ;---P-...................................... ~----------, 
,...,< 900 Cost of Sectors Spread Over the Number.._ __ 

Tk 700 

neoo 
Tk 500 

of Sector Partic i pants 

CCosliMember Jan-Doc 98 

IICost/M ember Jan-Doc 99 

Tk •oo +------------t 
T1c 300 

Tk 200 

Tk 100 

Pouftry and 
Uvestock 

Fisheues Agriculure Sertcutrur•l 
Sill< 

Development 

Another way to cut the expenditure data of the programs is to divide the spending in each 
sector by the number of participants in the. sector. The chart above shows the results. It 
costs Tk900 to support a scriculture member and less than one tenth of that to support a 
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poultry member. lt is not clear why the cost per member in the sericulture program is 
increasing unless it is due to the research and businers development costs associated with 
the program. which are quite sepatate from the serv\ces that sector participants receive. 

The table to the 
right shows the 
breakdown of 
members in the 
program and the 
percentage over 
the past year. It 
is wonh noting 
thar membership 

#Sector Partidpaut;; (exclud. VGD) I June 1997 Dec-981 
Change 

Dec-99 98-99 
Pouluv and Livestock 60&.229 684,243 ' 749.182 ~0 
Fisheries 98.201 11-1.02-1 I 116.927 3~· 
Social Foresm· 12.065 29,715 -10.058 35% 
Agriculru.re 84.160 106,653 12Ul7 17% 
Sericultmc/Silk De\'elopmem 2~.655 24.456 25.106 ' )0~ 

Poultry 466,976 502.848 54S.834 I 9% 
Livestock I 141.253 181.395 200.348 10% 

in social forestry increased significandy. while cost recovery of the sector improved. In 
other words, there were economies of scale in expanding this sector. BRAC should 
investigate why economics of scale are not occurring in some of the other programs (e .g. 
poullly and livestock) which grew at 9 - l 00/o 

Recommendations: Cost Recovery Sector Programs. 
I 

BRAC should track its .activity carefully so that it knows how much to collect. from 
whom and when. None of these variables should be negotiable. SerVice charges should 
be as vigilantly collected as loan payments. Sesvice .charge collections are the program' s 
only current source of income 

To the e.xtent possible, service charge payment should be linked to value received by the 
customer. At present, all participams are expecletl pay and there is no check on the 
quality of the assi stance they are getting. or if they are getting it at all. They generally 
will not report -out if the service is inadequate., iOr feat of not getting a loan or input 
supplies in the future. 

BRAC needs to better understand the cost break(lown of its sector programs and how 
they vary with expansion. Al though we have not studied the breakdown, our preliminary 
research tells us that costs can be cut without compromising program quality 
significantly 

We believe that all services that can be privatized. should be privatized, both for 
eftlciency and sustainabi lity of the program. and because BRAC's task is to build wealth 
among, and transfer skills to. its target population. 

Of the above., two recommendations stand our I) understanding and analyzing sector 
costs. and 2) understanding the value added by the services delivered and what customers 
are willing to pay for them. A well-developed reporting system (MIS) is clearly essential 
for improved management of this program. Finally, since the sector program only 
covered 200/o of their costs in 1999 (and this worsens for 2000), the obvious question is 
what happens beyond 2000 when there is no more donor money? 
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3.8The BRAC RCPIRDP Financial Model 

The microfinance financial model was bui lt for a BRAC Microfinance situation that has 
changed dramafically, and so the. current model is no longer adequate. As BR.AC 
graduates from RDP lY, it will of necessity have a much more complex source of funds 
(multiple savings products, various types ofbank and public sector capital loans, reiained 
earnings) as well as a more eomplex use of funds (MELA loans, YO loans, short tenn 
and longer term loans, various types of reserve.<>, etc.) As a result, the existi ng financial 
model is not adequate. to deal with these much more complex liquidity and asset/liability 
balance issues. 

Recommendation: Fina.nci;l!Mo.del 

I. In 2000, BRAC should begin the proce,ss of designing and implementing a new 
fmancial model, one that can help senior management predict some of the interaction 
berween this emerging and more complex financial structure. 

3.9 The status of th~ BRAC Bank Proposal 

fn December 1998, BRAC received a letter of intent from Bangladesh Bank regarding a 
bank charter. In 1999 BRAC submitted the final application papers, and is anticipating 
opening the bank to the public in 2000. The scheduled date has been delayed due to a 
court ruling, which determined that BRAC. as a ~haritable inStitution, may not run a 
banlc It has always been intended that BRAC Bank will be a totally separate institution 
with a separate governance structure, and that BRAC NCT() will have no more than 50% 
of the ownership of the Bank. This would decrease when the Bank goes public three 
years aft·er opening. BRAC is thus in the process of preparing a Supreme Court appeal . 

BRAC Bank. to be capitctlized with SJO million (from BRAC: N(JO, IFC, Shore bank 
Ford Foundation and another international developmrmtfinance iJ1.11itution) will open 
its doors in 2000 as Bangladesh 's first commercia( deve!opmenl finance institution to 
target 1he 'unbar1ked middle · consisJing pr;,narify of smali businesses and undersen;ed 
ifnlividuals. 

BR..-\C Bank believe_<; that the provision of financial services to these small businesses 
and underserved individuals will unleash economic potential tbat .contributes to the well 
being of poor people in. Bangladesh, for example, through creating jobs and generating 
new income through exp<Hts. 

While microemerprise is an effective poverty alleviation tool it is geneFally not a creator 
of net new jobs and wealth in economically distressed regions. Small businesses, on the 
other hand, have shown themse.lves2.11 ever the world, in both developed and less 
developed countries, to do exactly this. And it is the very poor who often benefit mos~ 
through the creation of new, wage labor employroem opportunities. Ironically. the very 
poor who are willing and able to engage in wage labor, are generally unwilling and often 
unable to take the risk of managing their own microenterprise. 
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Branch Network.. BRAC Bank plans to have three types of branches in Bangladesh to 
penetrate into the different markets. 

l. Large branches: BRAe Bank will open five of these branches in the next five yean; 
three in Dhaka, one in Chittagong and one in Sylhet.. These branches will provide full 
banking services including Letters of Credit and other specialized services. 

2 . Medium branches. These branches will be in the different cities ofl3angladesh and 
will act as 1mbs for small branches. Credit sanctioning for the small branches will 
mostly be made from these branches. 
Small branches: These branches will generally be in the district towns and/or in rural 
areas. Some of tbem will reaJJy be booths 

P~an for market penetmtio•t. BRACBank will start out with the following comparative 
advantages· 
• Pre-e.xi~;ting rural a istribution network and infrastructure 
• In-depth knowledge of rural markets and access to urban markets 
• Brand equity 
• ExperiE:.Jlce in managing large systems professionally 
• Highly competent and motivated managemem 
• Modem and appropriate technology-based systems 
• A~ess to network of international and domestic expe1t advice 

Products 

Aggressive and i!ITIOVtltive !eliding ro small and medium sized busines.res (Tk50,000 -
Tk LO million Tange or U.S. $1;000 - U.S $200,000). with a focus on productive 9r 
manufacturing businesses that are. often underserved by the conventional markei. In 
panicular, S!1orebank' s research reveals rhat most urban banks do not lend to 

businesses in amounts of fess than Tk 2.5 million (U.S $50,000). Even fewer lend 
amounts less than Tkl' million (U.S. S20.000). The scarcity of finance is far worse in 
rural areas. br addition, banks are reluCtant to provide both working capital for 
businesses and longer-term finance, which is severely needed by manufacturing Md 
industrial enterprises (e.g. leather and agri processing etc.). " 

1. A~ec,:vive and innovative saving mobili=arion ' deposit raising from individ11afs and 
hu.,illesse.~ in both urban and ruraJ areas. No competent bank j·s currently raising 
deposits from rural households. A huge untapped market e)(ists in both urban and 
rural areas. Urban banks are chasing larger deposits (e.g. above a Tk20,000 or U .S. 
$400 minimum). A deep and wide market exists for a range of products with 
different maturities and pricing which are conveniently located at branches. and 
which offer savers liquidity. securiry. and a reasonable return on their investment in a 
comfonable and lJrOfessionally operated environment. 

3. Remitttmcesfrom intemational sources and nimitumces het>~e.en llrban and 111Tal 
areas within Baugfadesh. At present. inefficienr state banks have a monopoly on the 
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rural remittance market. lt is likely that Bangladeshis living both domestically and 
abroad would switch from using foreign banks to using a well nm Bangladeshi owned 
bank if superior levels of service and competitive pricing are provided. An estimated 
S2 billion in official remittances and another ~2 billion in unofftcial remittances 
enters Bangladesh annually from expatriate workers abroad. 

4. 771e card and poi11f of sales market. This market is not served except in a very limited 
way as the conunercial banks in Bangladesh often do not use technology and are 
often averse to innovative ideas. BRAC plans to issue BRAC Bank convenience and 
credit cards and wifl put in point of sales terminals with merchants aggressively. The 
point of sales tem1inals will also help BRAC Bank reach merchants and shopkeepers 
in its drive to penetrate into the SME market. 

5. Pro•,ision of financial services to NGOs. NGOs are a natural customer base for 
BRAC Bank because of its developmental mission. BRAC has an advantage over 
banks in undetwritlng micro-credit programs because of its substantial experience in 
the area. 

BRAC Bank will pursue sectoral strategies in its lending and financial ~ervices where it 
believe<; that a strong confluence of pwfitable business opportunities coincides v.;th 
de>-eJopment impaC! potemial. 



4. Development of BRAC RLF Reporting 

At an exchange rate of Taka 50 to $1 US, as of the end of 1999 the asset base of BRAC's 
Microfinancc progratn is the equivalent of a SJ65 million bank. In many ways. the 
BRAC MFl program has all ofth.e characteristics of a bank: assets, loans, deposits. 
liabilities. loan officers. business risk. etc. The difficulty. however, is that the BRAC 
microfinance program is not a separate entity, wim clearly detined legal boundaries as is 
the case with a bank. It is a flexibly defined .. program" that exists within the larger 
BRAC nonprofit legal framework. Its cost struc!\lre, organizational and stafl'boundaries, 
source of funds, rrsk profile, and financial characteristics are quite fluid and often 
ambiguous, .and least in ·comparison to a traditional bank, with its high! y formalized and 
distinct legal and financial framework. 

How to reconcile these organizational realities with tbc increasingly complex asset and 
liability issues for the microfinance program presents BRAC senior management a 
significant challenge. Tt iS our firm belief that the current situaiion- running what is in 
essence a $165 million bank within fhe undefined boundaries· of a large non-profit 
organization- is inappropriate as the microfmance program continues to grow and 
become more .complex.. The question is: what should come next? 

As the microfinance program continues to grow, and especially as it graduates rrom RDP 
lV, its financial structure will unavoidably become more compl~x, BRAC's 
Microfinance program contains an increasingly complex assetll iabil ity mixture, unusual 
funding Structure, rapid grov.th dynami'c&. challenging loan and savings dynamics, and an 
ambitious set of business goals. Especially as BRAC continues to grow, move into more 
demanding lending·and savings product aetivities. acquire increased visibility, and 
continue to raise external funds, there is an inc•eased need for a more regular and 
rigorous process of external reporting. The purpose of this section is to begin the 
discussion of an expanded external reponing process. 

4.1 The NGO Disease: Information Not Analysis 

It is a common characteristic of non-governmental and non-profit organizations around 
rhe world that they "turn out reports." These reports are frequently in resp.onse to 
government or private funders, or are just a generally accepted method to create some 
sense of internal and external communication and accountaliility. However, unlike for
profit entities, the measurement"rules" for an NGO are often less· clear: how does one 
measure ··economic development. empowerment. increased health quality» and similarly 
important but difficult-to-measure outcomes_ "The b'ottom line" for a for-profit company 
seems simple and cJear by comparison. 

The common response by non-profits and NGOs is to churn out "information", with 
tables, charts and references to grant applicarions and previously adopted pl ans. E RAC 
is similar in this regard, in that it rums out a substantial amount of reporting "paper" that 
works hard ro create a sense of measurement, progress, and transparency. Unfortunately_ 
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while this information satisfies the formal reponing requirement, it often does not 
generate insighr into essential questions 

The difficulty is that while there are pages after pages of information, there is often little 
analysis. ln a bureaucratic culture-as is the case for many developing countries-the 
emphasis is on scorekeeping. accounting. measurement, and " reporting up" to some 
higher power, rather than on analysis. This trend can be seen in BRAC's analysis of its 
loan portfolio, of its various pro&rrams, in its various RDP rv repotts. and throughout the 
organization: an excess ofinfbnnation and a shortage of meaningful analysis. Rarely 
answered in depth are questions such as "So What?" or ''What does this information 
indicate or intply?" or "Being ahead or behind on this indicator means what?" and "What 
are the forces causing this information to change? Are we measuring the right indicator?" 

BRAC's " reporting culture" is similar to many ).lG0s, in that it is heavy on "reponing'' 
and light on "analysis". Nowhere is this truer than \vith respect to the financial issues 
surrounding the Micro finance program This dynamic, which is certainly not unique to 
BRAC. is a· result of a historical focus on outputs and impact. traditional NGO behavior. 
measurement against a detailed project plan. a complex bureaucratic structure. the 
difficulty of'obtaining complex information from the iielcl and an general lack of 
financial analysis skills in the Micro finance program. 

For many years, ihe emphasis has been on the areas of operational efficiency, accounting 
accuracy. managing staff growth.. individual borrower Impact. and reponimz various types 
of perfom1ance to donors. As a result of these historical conditions and biases, there has 
been less attention on business and financial analysis. market dynamics, economic (not 
borrower) intpact, and the increasingly complex asset-liability management issues facing 
the 1\.l.icrofinance program. This must change. 

4.2 Recommendation: Advisory Board and Annual "Bank" Report 

Shorebank would recommend that BRAC develop an external report on its micro finance 
program that is for all intents and purposes a "bank" report, with all of rhe trappings of a 
traditional bank. (This recommendation is not to be confused with the emerging new 
entity called the BRAC Bank, which is a distinct, for-profit entity} . At the same time, we 
would recommend that BRAC create an Microfinance Advisory Board of internal and 
external advisors that are skilled in finance, risk management and banking that would 
serve as a management resource for the BRAC MFI program. 

We understand that there already is a BRAC Board of Directors and this Microfinance 
Advisory Board can in no way replace or supplant the formal BRAC Board of Directors. 
The reality is. however, that the scope and breadth ofBRAC's 57,000 employees and 
over S I 00 million annual budget are well beyond that of just the microfinance program. 
The BRAC B oard of Directors muSt cover a very broad set of institutions. missions. and 
operational challenges. Perhaps they could cover that much organizational and 
management terrain five or ten years ago, when BRAC was much smaller and less 
complex. That is no longer possible To effectively cover this much organizational 
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territory is not any longer possible: the BRAC Board and the BRAC management team is 
spread very. very thin. Management and Board are spread much too thin. in our 
judgement. 

The danger is that the increasingly complex issues and challenges facing the rapidly 
growing BRAC microfinance program will not receive the focus, definition. expertise 
and rt:sponse that they need. One response. therefore. should be to set up an Advisory 
Group that is to focus only on the MFI program and related "banking" issues. These 
people would not focus on the many other areas ofBRAC' s programs: health, education. 
empowerment. human rights. and so fonh. They would focus on the unavoidable and 
undeniable issues of an increasingly impressive and complex financial institution that in 
any other legal setting would be a stand-alone bank. heavily regulated by the public 
sector and the investment community. 

With respect to reporting, our general recommendation is that the BRAC microfinance 
program adopt and publish annually an internally written but independently audited 
''bank'' annual report. Shorebank doe.s not have an unusual set of recommendations for 
the ingredients of that report. An examination of a standard, regulated , bank from 
business setting will yield a consistent set of parameters and issues. some of which have 
been discussed in the risk management section of this report. but most of which are 
relatively straightforward and common. Some of the most common elements should be· 

,.. CA.VIEL capital and management system measurements 
,.. Sectoral concentration and risk analysis 
,.. Assetlliability balance issues 
,.. Overall-not detailed-development and economic impact (not main focus) 
,.. Sa,·ings trends and new product developments 
,.. Loan product trends and new product developments 
,.. Traditional measures· net interest margin. return on assets/equity, sustainability 

indices. unusual off-balance sheet liabilities. etc. 

one of these items are unusual. nor should they be. All of this should be audited by an 
external auditor. and reviewed by the BRAC microfinance advisory board. 

4.2 Recommenpation: Financial and Business Research Unit 

BRAC needs to create much greater internal capaciry to do business. finance and risk 
analysis We would recommend an initial staff of2-3 MBA graduates attached to the 
microfinance Program Coordinator's office. This capacity is sorely lacking at present.. 
and must be used to analyze overall BRAC portfolio performance, support the creation of 
an improved risk management system. support the M.icrofinance Advisory Board. and 
perform risk analysis for senior and regional management. This unit must produce a 
monthly series of risk assessment and management reports that help all levels of BRAC 
about risk management issues and performance. This unit should be responsible for 
producing the recommended micro finance "bank report" and for instituting the BRAC 
CA.M.EL system, discussed below. 
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5. other Ar.eas of Special Donor Concern 

5.1 Micro-Enterprise Lending Assistance (MELA) Program 

Overview 

.lis .it enters the 21"' century 
with a very healthy 
outstanding loan portfolio 
ofTkl65 million lentto 
over 4. 700 borrowers. in 
one hundred branches, the 
MELA program has arrived 
at a transition plateau in its 
evolution to a mature 
developmellt finance 
pro.,nram. I~ is large enough 
to have a lending history, 
significant cash. .flow, and 
an emerging managernent 
capacity. On a practical 
and immediate basis, the 
two primary MELA 
constraints at this point are 
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a shonage of management talent ana loan capital However these constraints are 
resolved. the very good news is that the program has clearly moved beyond 'the "pilot 
program" stage while maintaining a high quality loan portfolio. 

However, in spite of its growth it is still very much a child of the parent BRAC VO 
program. ln almost all ways, MELA is still primarily defined by its h istorical roots, in 
thar iris still very much a "large VO program'' offering standardized loan produCts based 
on the YO lending structure, heavy emphasis on collateral and personal relationship 
rarher rhan business analysis, emphasis on volume and risk avoidanc.e rather than 
calculated risk management, and characterized mOFe by centralized rule-setting, rather 
than creative business strategy. 

This stage is an appropriate and unavoidable Step in the evolution of the MELA program. 
The central question is if MELA "will grow beyond its hist{)rical cons.traints to become a 
distinct and fundamentally different BRAC program, focused on smal l enterprises 
serving external markets. The unanswered question is whether MELA will succeed in irs 
sraced goal of creating wage employment and net new· income and employment fur rural 
Bangladesh communities. 

Overall, the program is very healthy as it currently exists, with a solid portfolio, slowly 
emerging regional management capacity, and a broad base of small business loans. The 
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gap that currefl!ly exists is not in what MELA has done, but in what it has failw to do. 
As mentioned pre-viously, the current program can best be described as a "large YO 
program'· and as such .is unlikely to have any significant ~onomic impact without 
significant change, The current lending activity is insufficiently focused and Strategic to 
have much more of an impact than shuffling income and employment from one 
community business to another. 

i\'l'ELA L>an Portfolio Trends (1996 - t999) 

MELA effectively began in 1997, so it is still a young and emerging program. In spite of 
its youth, with 6500 cumulative loans made asofDecember 1999, it is possible to begin 
some substanti vc analysis of the loan portfolio and program strategy. That is the intent of 
this section. As the chart below illustrate~; the program has grown rapidly since 1997 to 

tO .COO 

5 ,GOJ 

its year-end !999 Tk !65 
millfon outstanding leveL 
What is most imeresting is 
not the fact that the 
pottfolio and program in 
general has grown. for there 
has never been a question 
that the "large VO/sma!l 
business" lending market 
was quite large, and could 
certainly ab;;orb all oftbe 
nmds that BRAC MELA 
would be able to generate. 
What is more jnteresring is 
the way that the MELA 

loan·porrfolio ha$ emerged in terms of other characteristics besides simply volume. 

As illustrated by the chan to rhe left, one of the strongest trends has been the consiStent 
increase in average loan size, increasing from Tk26000 io 1996 to Tk47000 as of the end 
of 1999. As 
will be Perce.nt Value of Disbursement by loan Size .by Qualfe.r 

discussed 
elsewhere, this 100% 
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result ofboth the growirtg contidencoe of the MELA staffllending.system and the very 
strong market d~Jmmd in tJJis loan segment. The irony is that, based on interviews with 
f1eld staff and District Managers, the market demand is so 1;trong that were it not for the 
still conservarive, YO-trained MELA staff and the constraints of the MELA lending 
bureaucracy, this average. loan size would be significantly greater, l'robably around 
TklOO,OOO or more. 

This chart shows the increasing concentrarion of the total portfolio outstanding in the 
TkSO,OOO loan level. Specifically, 61% of the toral disbur-sement volume in the fourth 
quaner of 1999 were in loans ofTk50,000. Overall. this trend is both positive and 
necess<(ry, for i:fMELA i$ to achieve its stated goal of growing existing small businesses, 
new rural jobs and wage employment. it must oonsistenlly increase its average loan size, 
evenrually up to atleast 1'k l50,000. Tills portfolio growth must be accompanied by a 
parallel development of staff, management and strategic capacity, for it is only through 
the development of strong management skllls focused on implementing a highly focused 
and strategic MELA plan will this program achieve its economic development goals. 

l'VffiLA Borrower Profile 

As the average loan size of the MELA loan has evolved. so have the characteristics of th~ 
MELA borrower. The primary shift with respect to MELA borrowers, as suggested by 
rhe graph below, has been to move away from rhe VO Member as a MELA borrower to 
rhe Non-VO Member. This is natu<al and not surprising, for the great majority of VO 
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Members have neither the- exp.erience. skills or capital to move beyond self-employment 
to the creation of job creating, wage-employment generat ing smaf! business firms. 

This slow but important evolution away from VO Members as MELA borrowers is also 
consistem with the fact that the portfolio q~.~atily and past due loan data strongly suggest 
that VO Member.s are mucflrugfler risk MELA borrow<irs than Non-VO Members, as will 
be discussed io the loan credit quality section of this report. ln the fourth quarter of 1999. 
67% of MELA loan disbursements were made to Non-VO Members. 



1\<fELA Portfolio Quality Analysis 

Despite strong gro·wth in loan size. in 
branches. in membership and in total 
ponfolio outstanding (TPO) since 
MEtA's inception, portfolio quality 
remains strong. and a net job creation 
impact is being made through portion of 
productive loans in !he sector. A trip to 
the field office and to several borrowers 
reveals that most jobs created are going 
to e>.:tremely poor wage earners. 

Overdue loans and po1tfolio at risk 
(PAR) as a percent of the outstanding 
portfolio in December 1999 are at 0.6% 
(Tk41 7, 778) and 234%(Tk36 M_Nf) 
respectively. Thi~ is not surprising for 
four reasons. First, MELA lending 

I Distribution of TPO Across Sector~ Dec 96.00 I 

officers and managers are all from BR.!\.C' s RDP program where a strong risk-averse 
culture p~;evails. Second. MELA makes up a tiny fraction of the market, thus MELA.POs 
are easily able to cream the best customers. Third, POs arce lend ing primarily to local 
retailers whose businesses are easier to both find and analyze. And fourth, l.arger loans 
are only made to businesses with substantial collareral. and the loan sizes disbursed are 
far smaller than the businesses can profirably absorb. 

Although delinquency is low, it is still important to analyze why it is occurring. and 
whether there are any patterns or concentrations of ' risky' loans. Shorebank' s five main 
findings are summarized below. 

Most ' risky' loans arc: in the hands of former VO members 

Since 1~96. 40% 60% 1 
of the value of all 
loans disbursed has 50%. 

b~n to former VO 40',. 1 
memhers, yet this 
group holds 72% · I 
of all ioans at risk. 3.3% 

o O;utstand by sec.tor % 
a Seetoc 0\Aafdu~ as oAI tot o-.erdue 
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is a function both 20'A> 

of unsatisfactory 
borrower selection 10% 

(i.e. not rejeeting 
borrowers 0% 

outright), as well 
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as inadequate business analysis (especially in tenns of cash flow and debt service 
coverage) and monitoring. VO members have historically handled far less cash at any 
one time with more frequent repayment periods. The larger MELA loan disbursements 
and the less frequent repayment period contribute to their inability to manage on time 
repayments. 

Most overdue loans are found in the 'other' category 

The '·other" category is made up primarily of groceries, restaurants and hotels. While it 
is not surprising given the total TPO in this sector (53%). we believe it should be lower 
given that these businesses are local retailers whose businesses should be relatively ~-y 
to analyze and monitor. 

The te.'ctile sector has disproportionatelY more risk 

The textile sector has disproportionately more risk (30"A. of overdue loans) relative to its 
size in the outstanding portfolio (13%). Most (9%) of the risky textile loans have a term 

of IS- months. Since late 
1996, fotmer VO members 
make up 75% of the number 
of textile sector loans 
disbursed. Based on 
discussions with ten district 
managers, the hand loom 
business is the most risky 
subsector in the textile group 
The food-processing sector 
has a slightly higher risk than 
its weight ofTPO Agro

based and eonage indust ries hold less risk relative to their weight in the portfolio. Yer, 
surprisingly. many district managers mentioned agro businesses as being one of the 
higher risk areas to lend in. The evidence. however. for the category as whole. does not 
bear this out. Cottage industry. a productive sector with significant job creation 
potential, has far less ' risky' loans outstanding (IO"io) compared with its weight in the 
TPO (15%) An effort to grow this sector will improve both MELA profitability and it 
developmem impact. 

There is a disproportionate 
concentration ofrjsk in longer-term 
loans to VO members. 

All 'risl..-y' 24- month loans are in 
the hands of VO members. Non
YO members do not have any 
delinquent loans in this categorv. 
despite the outstanding 24-month 

.. -~~~~=1 ....... ,_[; ..... .. ... ..... ·,_ 
·..., _ _....._ 
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ponfo1io being split more or less equally between these groups. )8-month loans show 
similar ttends in that 'former VO members hold three times as much or the ' risky' 
poltfolio in !Ius category. The chart above shows that both members and non-members 
have roughly the same outstanding taka in longer-term loans. T hus, all else being equal. 
we would expect these larger businesses to display sinlilar delinquency trends. The chart 
above shows this is not the case. The p roblem is not sun ply one of proportionately 
lligher delinquency in longer term loans (as the table below would suggest). Rather, it 
rests with both borrower selection and thE: structuring oftfte fonger-tem1 debt to fit the 
nature and eash flow of the business. 

Smaller loan sizes (·.::Tk45.000) have prooonionatelv higher delinquencv 

This surprising finding has a MELA corollary: larger loans(> Tk50,000) hav<; relatively 
lower delinquency. Even more startling: is that, in absolute tei·ms, there is 6% of value of 
delinquemloans in the above Tk50,000 category and 7% in the> Tk2S,OOO category (see 
adjacent table). All delinquent borrowers. in the <Tk25,000 loan si?e group are members. 
in the >Tk50.000 loan size group, delinquency is evenly split between members and non 

members. Loan Size 20-25,000 30-45,000 50.000 >50.000 

The chan shows that since 1996 
loans disbursed to borrowers ..... -ith ~ 

PAR 7.00% 33.00% 53.00% 6.00% 
% TPO 4.90% 26.69% 57.50% 10.91% 

loan size below Tk45,000 have carried more risk relative the amount disbursed in the 
same loan size category. The table shows whlch sectors have the most delinquent 
outstanding (iaka) among borrowers wh() received a loan ofTk4i,OO!l or below. The 
table below shows that most of the value of the delinquent lo.ans in the< Tk5Q,OOO -

disbursement size 

mOO% r---.--------------------.--------------~-----. category is in the 
hands of non 

~'X)% +------------------------
33~ +-------' 
z e.G'% 1---------- --; 

20.25.000 

me1nbers. 

Extensive 
discussions with 
tviELA field staff 
as well as a visit ro 
two branches lead 
Shorebank to 
believe that 

50000 >-50,000 b . l . · USUless ana ys1s 
of membecs has not been sufticienL Good character is not a substitute for being able to 
manage a larger cash flow. [tis likely that certain members should never have received 
lviELA loans in the first instance (f. e. a borrower sefection problem). Even ' small loans' 
are substantially larger than what membe~havc ever handled in the pasL It is unlikely 
thar borrowers. can immediately absorb the full loan amount, and diversion of funds 
results. Fund diver-sion was cited by both head-office and field staff as another cause of 
delinquency. More careful analysis ofl<>an use and appropriate loan size is needed. 
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"Where loans are made, more frequent repayment periods (e.g. bi-weekly) wil l reduce 
cash flow risk. 

MELA Funtre Opportunities and Issues 

The constraints on the MELA program are staff lending skills, culture .and pr.og,ram 
design constraints that are internal to BRAC. not external market. constraints. As has 
been demonstrated ove( the pa>t three years. there is a very substantial untapped market 
in rural (and probably in urban) markets for .small business loans between Tk25,000 and 
IlaOO,OOO. The primary barrier that MELA must wrestle with is de·•ei~:Jping an ability 
to recruir, train and retain capable MELA lending staff. The business analysis skills that 
is required of a l\.1ELA loan ofticerare nodhe rraditional VO organizing skills tbar bas 
served BRAC's YO le.nding program so well in the paSt. 

Finally, BRAC nmst continue 'o wrestle with raising c:apital funds nece$sary to suppon 
the continued growth of the MELA program. 1vfELA has- already !!Sed signifieantly more 
than the Tk!OO million that was originally set aside for its initial development. lt will be 
easily possible to grow the MELA portfolio to Tk300 million. It is beyond the scope of 
this revie\v to ev<~luate alternate paths of capital raising, but there are several possible that 
are being currently pursued by BRAC management. 

Recommendation: lVfELA 

Shorebaok has furnished ·a comprehensive set of reconunendations to M ELA 
m<Ulagement during a visit earlier this year. Many of these recommenqations are already 
in roe process of being implemented. For the purposes of this report, we would like w 
reiterate three ofthem: · 

I . BRAC should develop new ways w both recruit business analysis skills from outside 
ofBRAC as well develop those skills with current BRAC staff, so that loan officers 
can lend ((I more complicated productive businesses tt\al have potential for larger job 
creation among wage earners. 

2 . MELA management should work hard to streamline rhelending process (e.g . reduce 
the time rroni loan application to approval and disbursement which is now far too 
long). as well as develop new products to meet market demand. 

3. A thorough TJ1arket a·nalysis of key productive sectbrs in MELA's target area should 
be undertaken so that lending officers can I) develop appropriate products; 2) be 
strategically guided towards the opponuolties that deliver tbe greatest development 
impact for1he region, and 3) seduce underwriting risks. A focus on specific secwrs 
will also help to reduce underwriting risks. 
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5.2 BRAC Urban Lending Program 

The Urban Lending Program, 
modeled on BRAC'srural program, 
is not funded out of the RDP 
budget. It began in 1996 when 
BRAC made the decision to extend 
its poveny alleviation program to 
urban areas with the intention of 
having an impact on urban poverty 
among squattE>.rs. )JJ Dhaka alone. 
around 33% of the city's 10 million 
population. live in· as squatters (on 

Urban l ending Program 
#Member.s 
% Growth in Members 
% Borrowers 
Per Member Net Savings 
Total Principal O~tstanciing 
Growth in TPO 
Savings!TPO 
No past due 
Average loan size 
Growth in avg lean size 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Dec-98 Dec-99 
40,973 / re,~ 

' 135% 

39% 1 61% 
Tk51.34: Tk81 

Tl< 29,065l TI< 161,141 

I 454% 
43%1 51% 
93%) 99.8% 

Tl< 3 ,783 Tl<4~ 
I 27% 

government or corporation owned land) or slum dwellers (pri vate landlords). The need 
for finance among these urban poor workers is currently unmet. There is thus enormous 
potential for growth of the Urban Progrrun. 

This urban program, wbich had 18,000 members in 10 branches as of November 1997, 
more than doubled its membership base to 40.973 December 1998. By D~cember 1999, 
the Urban Program had close to 100,000 members in 30 branches - a 135% increase in a 
period of 12 months_ These 30 branches make up 4 larger area offices in Dhaka, 
Chirtagong, Rajshahi. and Kulna. Currently, the plan is to grow by 50% to 150,000 
members by the end o[?OOO, and to keep growing at around that rate. 

Lender.s worked hard to increase principal outstanding by 454% over the past year. while 
maintaining a high portlolio quality (99.5% of borrowers are 100% current). The 
ponfolio at risk for the urban lending prQgram is· J% of principal outstanding or 
Tk600,000. In January 2000, th~re was a substantial worsening of the absolute number 
of borrowers who did not make a single payment in the month (427 in December vs. 691 
in January). This is wonb investigating. Not surprisingly, almost 100% ofthe 
delu1quency is in Dhaka, as it is the oldest program, and d.elinqu.ency usually· takes a 
while to manifest, 

The sharp increase in portfolio growth 
was driven both by the 135% increase in 
membership and, a 27% increase in the 
average loan size to Tk4,8"00 in December 
1999. Current ly. approximately 60% of 
members ate borrowers, which represents 
a l 00% increas"' over :1. ';'e>!c~ ;;;eo. :h.:; 
101al saving to outstanding ratio is 500/o 
and is expected to increase substantially 
with the introduction of three new special 

9re~kdow n or Urban Pr<:~ gnm •s 

OpuAtlng cost.s t Excludlng LLP at 2%J 

Oth~t HOIRO 

cost 
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savings products. Overall program stJStainability for 1999 is 43%. A breakdown of the 
main costs incurred by the program apl'Jears is the chart above. 

Barring an increase in t he interest rate, th.e Urban Lending I>rogram n1u$t focus on getting 
is administrative expenses/average portfolio ratio down in the shortest possible time if it 
wishes to. achieve sustainabi lity within a year. This will happen much faster if1he 
average balance per loan increases, the borrower/member ratio rises from its eurrent 60% 
leveL the program b enefits !Tom repeat cusiOmers who take up less staff time, and if there 
are very few problem bllrrowers that takes up the time of staff (i.e. very low 
delinquency) 

Three main variables tha.t drive efficiency ia an MFL are: 

:;.. The average vva.ge paid to staff 
,- The average balance per loan or average loan outstandh1g 
:.- The number of clients per staff member 

The main drivers of sustainabillty (which. in turn depends on e.fficiency) are the Portfolio 
Yield (interest iacome and fees/average portfolio outstanding) and the admini.strative 
expenses/average portf()lio outstanding ratio. The former should rise and the Iauer 
should fa1! as an organization achieves sustainabilicy 

Finally, ii is worth noting. that rhe constraints to the Urban PrQb>Tam's growth will not be 
ma1 kel p<>temial. Then! b utvre demaml vut fht.<l" lltau it t:au ever hope tv sat;sfy iu tltc: 
near term. The constraints the program will face ,v:jJJ be imemal (i.e. how fasr can it 
afford to grow given its funding constraints), and external (e.g. the politics of forced 
removal of squatters). To date. the program is performing well on both these fronts by 
improving cost recovery. growing fasr. keeping a high quality portfolio, and liaising with 
government to deal with the external concerns that affect tbe ·stability of the program 

5.3 Suggestions for Developing Line Staff and Management 

BRAC h.as made some improvement in the past year in developing another tier of senior 
management. Four ser\ior regional managers now oversee ille all the regional oftices l0-
12 regional ofllces eacn. At present, it appears that they are reacting to daily situations in 
the regions as d1ey arise, rather than following a strategic approach to deal with 
opportunities and challenges itl an ex-an~esense. They .should also be developing a 
serious ofkey indicators to track performance and compare performanee among region. 

One area where there is room for 1najor improvement is in changing the·culture of head
office mid and junior level staff from being data capturers, to being more analyticaL In 
other words, making the numbers mean something. MELA. for example, should be able 
to analyze the changing trends in its portfolio along with the changes in delinquency 
instead of reporting raw numbers for each monrh and each sector independently. Without 
this kind of approach, senior managers can never be asking the right questions about how 
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to improve the program further. The problem is similar in nearly every department where 
the head of the department is almost the only person doing some level of analysis. 

Recommendations: Developing Staff 

1. We recommend that the senior regional managers get training in analysis so that they 
can better .understand and analyze treods that are happening in their group of regions. 
Tlris will al so help them be more strategic about the direction, suppott and advice that 
thev give regional managers. 

~ ·~ ~ -
2. We also recommetid that: 
• Senior managers receive support and training in now to grow and mentor staff 
• Mid andjuni.or level staff receive training in analysis pertinent to their work area 
• Reporting formats and perfom1ance incentives at all tevels should reinforce growing 

BRAC's staff analytical and strategic skills. 

At a branch level, the suggestions in the section on 'changes necessary for BRAC 
branches to become profit centers· ourlines some of the areas where BRAC needs to 
focus its field staff development.- Both branch managers and loan officers need to 
understand the key drivers of development impact (i.e. reaching tl1e poor). and 
profitabili ty. An incentive system should reinforce the performance goals of the 
organization 

5.4 Repayments to RCP by BRAC for the 110 Building 

BR.AC borrowed Tk 150 million from RDP forthe'purposes of building the BRAC Center 
building. As per the agreement, Tk 15 miilion was repaid to RCP in June of 1997, and 
another Tk30 million has been paid in<wo six-monthly installments. As at June 1998, 
Tkl05 million remained outstanding_ Since then, three addit io nal installments of 
Tk 15,000 each have been made leaving an outstandiog loan balance ofTk60,000 which 
will be repaid over the next two year. 
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S. Risk Management, Capital Adequ a-cy and CAMEL 

Managing risk is complex for any financial organization. It involves a continuous 
process of identifying, measuring, monitoring and managing the potential for adverse 
events with negative cons.equences. BRAG now has a puttfolio of over $1351v!M in 
loans and, the v alue of its total assets is around Sl65 M.M. Many regulated banks in the 
developing world are less well capitalized. This section of our report focuses on BRAG's 
understanding oft he importance and value of comprehensive financial and risk 
management. and Its. approach to managing sorne ofits r.isk., to safeguard those assets and 
deliver neve!opmem impact outcomes as per jrs smnegic commitments. 

6.1 Backgrouna on the Use of CAMEL Ratings 

As background for the read ~er, we fi(st provide a brief overview·of a generi'c risk 
managernem process as a context to briefly evaluate BRAG' s approach in this regard 

Risk management is about protecting an org;mizarion fmm undesirable downside risks 
and enabling it to take advantage of upside opportunities. K ey financial risks MFls fa-ce 
include: credit risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk. funding risk, and currency risk. Non
financial risks include: .operational risk. fraud. fiduciary risk, repl.ttation risk, new product 
risk. strategic risk and legal and compliance risk. 

To design a risk rnanagemem system. an organization goes through a process of: 

,.. ldemifying, assessing, and prioritizing the risks: 
,.. Dev~loping strat-egies to address them (accept. mitigate, eliminate, transfer) 
;.. Designing cost~effecti ve comrols to monitor or reduce them (e.g. policies ·and 

procedures, management reporting, technology, and analysis): 
,.. Assigning clear responsibility for each risk 
;.- T estfng to see whether the contrQjs work. 

While BR.AC has clearly done this in relation to aspects of credit risk and fuud risks. its 
approach to other key risks has been less comprehensive. This is because BRAC did not 
need to worry about liquidity risk much before it imroduced its vo luntary savings 
products. Nor did it need to w~my about funding risk (ll!>'Set-liability risk) while- funds 
from donor sourc·es and internally generated revenues were adequate for its projected 
grow1.h. However, tnis is no longer the case. The introduction of its special savings 
products, and its projected gro,~th trajectory will inc-rease the need to raise funds from 
e:..'temal sources. How BRAC manages the challenges and risks associated with being 
more ' market driven' will determine its success in the future. Fraud and operational 
risks also tend to increase as organizations grow larger and new products (like rhe special 
savings products) with fraud ' loophofes' appear. Since many of these ri$ks tend tO work 
off and impact one another, it becomes necessary to look at key risks comprehensively 
with the organization. 
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lnstitutions that effectively manage risk share several elements: 

;... Active board and senior management oversight: 
,. Adequate policies, procedures. and limits: 
,. Adequate risk measurement. monitoring. and management information; and 
r Cotnprehe-nsive internal controls. 

Again. for credit risk, BRAC has done very well against most of these measures, 
although there is room for improvement (e.g in respect of improving delinquency 
management and reducing portfolio conccntrarions). For other key risks, this is still to be 
done. A risk management framework is a tool for MFI managers to acknowledge. 
understand and develop strategies and controls to deal with different risks. their potential 
impacts. and how they may interact with one another on a systematic basis 

Risk management is not an event. 

lt is an organizational culture, which embraces the continuous and systematic anticipation 
of things that my 'go wrong' so as to minimize the negative impact on the~ and its 
customer base. lt is a culture of learning. adapting, managing and evaluating identified 
risks. Managing risk succe~sfully creates value for an MFl. Not manag ing risks destroys 
value. 

6.2 A Discussion of CAMEL and BRAC's Response 

[:'ote. ·while it is beyond rhe scope of this review to do a CA.VIEL analysis, we provide 
BRAC's response to each of the evaluation areas listed below) 

One of the main functions of classical risk management is 10 protect and help ensure the 
financial viability and managerial soundness of an organizarion. The l'orth American 
bank regulators adopted me CAMEL methodology to review and rate five areas of 
fmancial and managerial performance· Capital Adequacy, Asset Quality, Management. 
!;amings, and !,iquidity Management. More recently a"§", which represents 
'sensitiviries', has been added onto the CA.\IfEL acronym.'"; 

If any of the above areas are not managed adequately. risk to the financial and managerial 
soundness of the financial institution is threatened. For example, not managing the loan 
:'<'"'r,,,;, (the ~:$Sbt 2.~se: v4>c v• o>ir 1 s) results in credit risk. Poor cash flow planning 
increases liquidity risk. It is useful for BRAC. and indeed all MFI's, to consider using a 
CA.\.iEL type approach on a systematic basis. not only for their regulators (if applicable). 
but as a tool ro help monitor and manage risk in their organizarion. 

A CAMEL analysis relies on accurate financial statements, budgets and cash Oo\\ 
projections, portfolio aging schedules. information on funding sources, the board of 
directors, operations and staffing and macroeconomic information 
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A very brief discussion on each of the indicators. as thO?Y apply to MFis, follows:.;;; lt is 
by no means comprehensive, or without shortcomings.« However, it is a risk 
management tool that BRAC' s senior managers and directors should concern themselves 
since BR.AC will need to access substantial anmunts of e<)mmercial capital in the future 
to fund its loan growth.' 

Capital Adequacy: The objective of capital adequacy is to measure the financial 
solvency of an MFT by determining whether the risks it has incurred are 
adequately offset wirJJ c;tpital and reserves to absorb potential losses. Can the 
tv!Pl support both the growth of the loan portfolio and a potential deterioration in 
assets? Can it raise equity in case oflo~es? What ·are its policies to establish 
reserves against thE: risks inherent in its operations? 

One indicator is /e)lerage; whi~h illustrates the·relationship between the risk
weighted assets of the MFI and its equi1y. Another indicator, ability to raise 
equity, is a qualitative assessment of an MFl's abiliry to respond to a need tO 

replenish or increase equity at any given time. A third indicator, adequacy of 
reserves. is a. quantitative measure of the MFI's loan loss,reserve and the degree 
to which tire instittttion can absorb potential loan losses."' 

• Leverage R-atio =adj usted risk assets 1 adju.,-red equitv , 

• 

• 

Most banks have a capital ratio of at least 10%. Many have 12.5%, In Latin 
AJUerica., among Mfls> the ratios used in the sample varied between 5.4\% to 17 
rirnes. The maximum leverage for lv!Fl should be lower than that recommended for 
commercial banks because: 1) Mfls have a higher volatility in their delinquency 
rates. 2) operating expenses as a percentage of assets are much higher than for banks. 
so thar when they spin out of conrrot the impact is much worse; and 3) !he abiliry of 
the wtFT to raise traditional funding is much more difficult. ACC[ON gives the 
highest rating to MF!s that have a ratio less than or equal to 6% and the lowest rating 
to those that have a rating over I 0% 

Adeguacv of Reserves= actual loan loss reserve (after write-Mfs) I adjusted LLR 

ACClON evaluates the aging.of the loan portfolio, size of the current LLR.. the 
rescheduled loan portfolio and the CAMEL-adjusted historic loss rate and determines 
what should be reserved. lfan MFl reserves 80% ofhigber of this amount. it gets the 
highest rating . 

7JRAC1s response wit!t comments: 

BRAC does not have a formal policy on capiial adequacy. The Chief Accountant. 
who is in essence a financial manager as well, together with the CEO and deputy 
directors pay g~eat attention to reserving adequately against a potential 
deterioration in the loan portfolio. There is general acknowledgment that there is 
a sufficient cushion in the equity base to absorb losses that may arise from other 
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rlsk, although these have not been ident ifie.d or prioritized. Currently, BRAC is 
more .concerned with rnising additional debt (vs raising equity), To do this, it has 
to improve its debt: equity ratio to encourage banks to lend. Currently the debt
equity ratio 1s around 3%, and banks would prefer that it is be around 2-2.5%. 
There is thus a rteed for BRAC to increase its total capital, presurnably by 
improving its retained earnings position. Apart from the debt: equity ratio, and 
the LLR/OutstaJJding Ratio, no other ratios are tracked with any consistency. 

Asset Quality: The objective of asset Q\lality analysis is to identify, measure and manage 
I control the quality of existing and potential credit risk associated with the loan 
and investment portfolios, other real estate owned, and other assets as well as oft' 
balance s.h~ettransactions. MFI's hold most of their assets in loans. 

Ear ?.I\ Mfl, the analysis of asset qualiry 'is divider.\ into three compa11ents: 
portfolio quality, portfolio ·classification system, :and fixed assets. Portfolio 
quality includes l wo quantitative indicators·: porljolio at risk, which measures the 
ponfolio past dtle over 30 days: (llld write-offs I write-off policy , which measures 
rhe MFI's adjusted write-offs based on CAMEL criteria. The portfolio 
classification system emails rev;ewln_g rhe portfolio's aging schedules and 
assessing the institution's policies associated with assessing portfolio risk. Under 
fixed assets, one indrcawr is the productivity of long-term tiSseL5, which evaluates 
the ~ifFT's policies for investing in fixed assets. The other indicator concerns the 
insti tution's itifrastnrclure. which is evaluated to determine whether it meet:Hhe 
needs of both stafi and clients . 

Portf()Jio at Risk= [adjusted portfolio past due> 30 davs +loans in legal recoverv 
+ rescheduled portfolio 0-30 davs! I adjusted Moss loan portfol io. ACCION gives 
the highest rati ng if the average is below 3%. M ost of its eleven programs 
studied in ihe .sample get the second highest rating for a ratio of less than 6%. 
The worst rating is 15% or higher. 

• Wrhe-offs = adjusted net write-offs f .adiusted relevant loan portfolio. Write-offi; of 
< 2% get the highest rating. Write-offs greater than I 0% of the loan portfolio get the 
\o,,..est rating. 

BRA C's respon~e with conm~enfs: 

BRAC portfolio at ri sk is well defined and it tracks it on a monthly basis at the· 
head-office leveL With branch computerization, PAR will be done more 
frequently at the regional and branch levels as welL Although BRAe's hiStorical 
loan losses are below 2%. it.BR.AC does not ha:ve a well-defined wrire-off policy. 
Write-oft's have occurred twice over rhe past three years. We recommend a 
formal write-off·policy for any loans that are over two years past due. BfV\C 
does not have a policy to manage, replace or expand its fixed assets base. This 
will be· increa-singly necessary as branches are opened in new areas ere. 
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Management. Five qualitative indicators make up this area of analysis: governance; 
human resources; processes, controls. and audit; information technology system: 
and strategic planning and budgeting. G(Jwmaw:;e focuses on how well the 
iostitU!ion's bo11rd of director's fi.mc.rions. including the diversity of its technical 
expenise. its independence from management. and its ability to make decisions 
flexibly and effectively. The second indicator. human re.W)Uf:ces. evaluates 
whether the departlllent of human resources provides clear guidance and support 
to operations staff, including recruitment and training of new personnel, incentive 
systems for person net. and pcrfonnance evaluaticm system. The third indicator. 
processes, comrols, and·audit, focuses on the degree to which the MFl has 
fonnaJiz:ed key pro.cesses and the effectiveness wirh which lt controls risk 
throughout the organization, as measured by irs control environment and the 
qualify of its i ntema1 and externaf audit The fourth -indicator, informatioN 
technology ~ystem, assesses whether computerized infonilation system~ are 
operating effectively and efficiently. and are generating reports for management 
purposes i11 a timely and accurate manner. An a.1alysis of this indicator reviews 
the informatioi1 technology environment and rhe extent and .quality oftbe specific 
information technology controls. The fifth indicatOr, strategic p lanning m1d 
budgeting, lo.oks at whether the institution undertakes a comprehensive and 
participato1y process for generating slion- and long-term fi-uancial projections and 
whether the plan is updated as needed and used in the decision-making process. 

BRAC's response with comments: 

The importance of improving the information technology system and 
infrastmcmre (currently in process) is regarded as important. An improved model 
for the rnicron nance progralll is needed ior better strategie planning, budgeting 
and fund management. Comre!s are in place for credit r isk managemenl, bur not 
for adequate savings risk managemem at the branch level (e.g. how much cash the 
branches should frave to fund withdrawals etc.). These need to be established. 
Tested and well-deti ned processes are in place for credii. but not sufficiently for 
the soon to be introduced savings program_ 

Staff development is acknowledged as a priority but no significant processes are 
in place ro grow a second Lier of strong managers in nearly all BRAC's 
departments. This is a key risk f-or the future of such a fast growing organization.. 

:Earnings. The ACClON CAl'viEL chooses three quantitative anq one qualitative 
indicator to measure the pnJtitability ofMFJ's: adjusted return on equiry. 
operational etliciency, adjusted return on assets, and interest rate policy. AdjllSteJ 
return (IIIli equity (ROE) measures the ability ofd1e institution to maintain and 
Increase its net WOJ1h through earnings from operations. Operational efficienc.y 
measures the etJiciency of the institu!ion and mo11itors its progress toward 
achieving a cost structure that is clos~r tG the level achieved by fom al financial 
institutions. Adj usted retum on assets (ROA) measures how well the MFl's assets 
are utilized, or the instituticrn's ability to.generate earnings with a given asset base. 
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CANIEL analysts also study the MFl's inter~/ rail! policy.to assess the degree to 
which management analyzes. and adjusts the institution's interest rates 011 

microenterprise loans (and deposits if applicable), based on the cost of :funds, 
prefitabi lity targets. and macroeconomic environment. 

ROE- adjusted net income I adjusted avetaQ'e equitv. Above IS% receives the 
top rating. Le.ss than 5% gets the lowest rating. 

• Ooerational Efficiencv - adjusted operational e>menses I adjusted average gross loan 
portfoJio. Less than 20% gets tbe highest rating. Above 50% gets the lowest rating. 
(ln Asia the ratios lor operational efficiency are more in the 10% - 12% range for top 
performing M:Fls because the staff co~ts are far lower than in Latin America) 

• ROA = adiusted net income I adinsted average assets. AQove 3% gets the highest 
rating. Less than I. 9% gets the lowest rating. 

BRAe's Response 

BRAC has begun tracking its ROE and ROA on an annual basis. No clear targets 
appear to be set. BRAC is also very concerned with operational efficiency and 
uaoks this ratio quaner!r a1 a llC<~d-cfrice level. The regional level receives the 
re.51.1.lts. BRAC does not review the interest rate on loans in any systematic way. 

• Liqtoirlily Man:1g~me.n l The fifth area ofrhe ACCTON C.AiVfEf. evaiHntes the MFI'~ 
.ability to accomrnodare.decrease.s jn funding sourc.es and increases in assets and 
to pay expenses at a. reasonable c-QsL Indicators in this area are liability Structure. 
availabiiity of funds to meet credit demand, cash fl ow projections, and 
produt.ii vity of other currenr assets. 

Under liabiliry strucwr~. CAMEL analysts review the composition of the 
institution's liabil ities. including their tenor, interest r ate. paymentterms, and 
sensitivity to changes in the macroeconomic. environment. The types of 
guarantees reqllired on credit fucilities. sources of credit available to the lv!FL and 
the eKtent of resource diversification are analyzed as welL. This indicator also 
focuses on the MFfs r<:lationship with banks in term$ ofleverage achieved based 
on gnarantee-s, the )eve! o.f c.redibi!ity the institvlion has with regard to the 
banking sector. and the ease with which the institution can obtain funds when 
required. ·A vailabi!tty of funds to m~el credit demands measures the degree to 
which· the institution ha!; delivered credit i11 a timely and agile manner. 

Cqshjlow projections evaluate the degree to which the ir:rstitution is successful in 
projecting its cash flow requirements. The analysis looks at current and past cash 
:flpw projections prepared by the Mf1 to determine whether they have ~n 
prepared with sufficient detail and analjtical rigor and whether past projections 
have accurately predicted cash inflows and outflows. Productiviry of other 
current assets focuses on the management of current assets other than the loan 
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portfolio, primarily cash a nd short -teflJ\ investments. The MFT is rated on the 
ex-tent to which it maximizes the use of its cash. bank accounts, and short-term 
investments by investing in a timely fashion and at the highest returns 
commensurate its liquidity needs. 

• f'roducti vity of Other Current Assets =(interest. income received on cash and cash 
equivalents over the past 12 months) I [(average monthly cash +cash equivalents
liquidity cushion)* (av monthly CD r.ate) + liquidity cushion *average savings rate)} 

The formula for the liquidity cushion is: [operating expenses + financial expenses
depreciation+ loan disbursements -loan repayments] /52 * 4. 

ACCION gives the highest rating to organizations that have a 0- 10% ratio and the 
lowest to organizations tha1 have over a 50% ratio. 

BRA C's response with commenfs 

Sufl:icient funding to fi nance the credit program's growth is the number one 
concern of the accountam I financial manager at BRAC. l{e is thus very much in 
touch with the portfolio growth projeclions in the branches, which are revised on 
a monthly basis. Ratios and indicators tracked include savings!TPO (as savings is 
used to fund loan growth) and the gro\\th outstatlding. 

Although there are not formal written policies, BRAC has learnt on the basis of 
historical experience how much cash to have on-hand and how much to reserve 
for times ofunexpecte.d need (e.g . during, a hartal). Generally, it keeps I% of 
ass&s on call at banks Five percent of savings are kept liquid at any given rime 
for withdrawals. T his will increase by an additiona1·20% as it introduces its new 
savings p roducts. 

BRAC does not yet have a separate asset liability management function. fufonnal 
meetings take place among key senior managers. on as 'as needed' basis. BRA( 
does nor yet have a model to help it predict liquidity needs. This is something 
that they are planning to have in the furure. Despite this, BRAC manages its 
ex1emal funding needs and cash flow requiremeJJ!S from the br,anches by gel ring 
regular reports from its regional offices. Everyday branch managers produce a 
cash fl()w position report. Funds mo"e on a weekly basis from the regional to the 
branch level: Hcad-ofiice adjusts its annual cash flow forecast month I y based on 
information from operations. BRAC does not have a dynamic liquidity model. 

Oa a more qualitative le•·eJ. BRAC is making aa effort to impro•·e irs rdationship 
with k~y banks and now has access tO overdraft facili ties. as well as loan iinance. 
This is also very important for liquidity management. 

As with all risk management tools. a CAMEL- type analysis is often most helpful when 
it measures trends and changes in the MFl over time. lt will help detect whether 
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operating costs are exploding out of control or decreasing as the MFI rapidly increases is 
coverage of borrowers. Clearly. some ra1ios should be tra~;kcd very regularly (e.g. 
porrfolio at risk). For others, quarterly ra1ios may suffice."" 

Recommendations: Overall Performance and Ri~k Management 

l BRAC should develop policies, goals, and targets for each of the major CAMEL 
areas (qual itative and quamitative). using the ACCTON's CAL\1.EL as a guide. 

2. BRAC should conduct a full CAMEL-type analysis on an annual basis to assess its 
performance. This analysis could form pan of the external reporting annual report 
that we recommend BRAC produces. 

3 BRAC should pay special anention to managing the risks associated with its asset
liability structure, both in the short term (liquidity risk) and in the longer term. given 
the changing nature of its liabilities. Although adynamic liquidity planning model is 
preferable for day to day management. we have inserted a series ofliquidiry measures 
in the anachment for BRAC senior officers to consider using as an overarching 
management tool. With the introduCtion ofBR.\C's savings program and i1s 
increasing reliance on commercially based finance. formal policies. systems. 
pro<=iures and associated accountability tor mana~,,>ing liquid ity at the branch and 
head-office level needs to be developed. 

. 
4. We highlv reconunend that BRAC introduces a risk management framework to 

systematically track and manage the key internal and external risks that it 
microfinance program faces. We suggest !hat BRAC begins the process by 
idemif)·ing a senior executive \•no will be responsible for leading BRAC towards a 
comprehensive risk management approach. and then picks a couple of key risks to 
initially focus on. 
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7. Beyond 2000: Moving Toward Sustainability 

As Ihe title of this Donor Review suggeSt~ one of the primary challenges facing BRAC 
as ir emers the new century and graduates from RDP rv is the issue of sustainability: the 
ability to fund operating and loan capital needs as BR.<\C programs continue to grow. 

As was suggested in section 3.1 . organizational sustainability is not a >"tra!ghttbrward 
question with a yes or no answer, but rather a continuum of questions and answers that 
apply differently to different programs and activities. Tllis section should be understood 
as juS! an initial glimpse at the issues and possible directions facing BRAC in this area . 

. Our swmnary of the question of sustainability i~ thai the microfinance prograrn is 
sustainable. but still faces the challenging queS!ion of obtaining additional loan capital to 
support portfolio gro·wth. The sector program is not sustainable, and yet is a very 
important part of the entire development equarion. For tile sector program, the 
recommended route is working to obtain continued gram suppott from external sourees as 
much as possible. If necessary, BRAC can use PSE income to support the sector 
program. but this is less desirable, at lease for lhe next tive years. In our view, the best 
use of the PSE income is to reinvest in growing the capacity and scale of the PSE 
programs, for the long-Lertn impact of giO\Ving the PSE capacity is much greater for the 
country than just consuming cunem PSE profits to run !be programs. We also 
r(!Commeud (as we discussed in our 19-98 report in detail). !bat components of technical 
assistance continue to be ' privatized' wherever it makes sense. 

7.1 Sector Programs and PSE Income: A Key Funding Decision 
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BRAC's sector programs cover a wide range of activities: agricultural extension, social 
forestry, fisheries, rural enterprise. poultry & livestock. and sericuliure. These programs 
have been primarily supponed via RDI' lV grant income, and that will continue 1hrough 
the year 2000. Assuming no growth in the program budgets, for tlte year 200 l the 
operaring oudget for these programs is projected to be around Taka 360 million, of which 
Taka 130 million would be earned through program fees This will leave a gap ofT aka 
110 million. At the san\e time, ifBRAC wishes to continue to grow the sc.ale and 
capacity oft he T!SE programs- which we believe they should- then there will be an 
additional capital irJvestment gap of perhaps Taka 100-300 million. The question is how 
to fill rhese two gaps in 2001 and beyond? There are two possible answers: 
contin\ledladdit i<m<'l ~ant \;~lpport tt\)m external sources and i11C0me frcm the Pro~m 
Support Enterprise (PSE) activities. 

One of the candidates to fill sector program operating ineome gap is revenue generated 
by tne PSE 1Jrognm\s PSEs provi.de n\gn~qual\ty inputs to BRAC sectorat programs and 
customers. and in tl\at process generate profits. In I 999, PSEs generated Taka 85 million 
in profits, up from Taka 25· million in 1998. The irnem for 2()00 is that they will generate 
Taka 200 mill ion, and the hope is that growth will continue. 

TheSe-> · ?SE Fogr11m is·one of the shining stars oft he PSE programs. The seed PSE 
!Jf·:ldt:c::.~ ~0 types of seed, ;:md currently provides 60% of its customers w)th BRAC and 
locally produced seeds: the remainder is from imports. There are· two locations, both of 
which should be operating. at a one-shift capacity by tlle end of20.0 I (they can increase to 
two shifts of production capacity). 75% of the seed is for vegetable farmi ng; 25% is for 
maize and rice. The market for vegetable seed is nearly infinite at this point, in that the . 
per capira consumption of vegetables in Banglade~h (at 35 gra1~1s per day) is only about 
10% of the recommended 350 grams per day. and according to market reports, the 
demand far outstrips supply. 

In many cases, this and other highly innovative PS£ activities not only provide high 
qualiry inputs but aL~o allow many poor rural residents. to participate in income 
generating activities that would not mherwise be. possible , as v;ell as generating a profit. 
The central question is how to use the PSE income: shorr term use tor operating expenses 
for the PSEprograms, for reinvested back imo growing the sca le and capacity ofthe PSE 
program. 

Although weknow·that it presents significant fundraising challenges for BRAC and 
donors, Shorebank staff strongly recommends that at least for a five year period, PSE 
income should be used to provide fi.mher investment in and expansion of the PSE 
activities. In the looger run, this reinvestment and program capacity groWth will have the 
greatest developmeot impact. and will help move the sector program to full sustainability 
The assumption is that at the end of five years. the capacity of the PSE program will be 
significantly larger, more able to meet total market demand, and more capable of being 
fully self-sustaining. 
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Tn addition, we suggest that BRAC investigate the use of debt to expand the capacity of 
these highly productive enterprises as quickly as possible, for early indications are that 
the pay-back on investment capital is relatively quick (J-3 years), which would make this 
a very sound investment and as well as supporting additional sectoral program activity 
growth. 

7.2 Mfcrofinance Program: Operational Income & Debt 

As was discussed in section 3.3, the 
microfinance pwgran\ nas succes!iofully grown 
to the point that it generates an operational 
surplus (see detail to the right) . This is a 
remarkable achieveJllent in face of the 
coi!Stant growth, and assuming that the 
cutrent portfollo quality problem is resolved. 
rhis is anticipated to continue. 

lt is proposed in th.is review that the 
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l'KSF Credit 
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(25,040,827) 
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micrcmnance operating Sl)rplus b~used to Total II9,420,471 
increase the capital base ofthe various 
grow\ng microfm;mce prog~ams. only some of which ha"e reached \he stage where they 
can generate a surplus. Tne BRAC Urban Program (BUP) and the IGVGD Program both 
continue to n!ll!d subsidy, anC: are reaching new and important low-income popuf<!tions, 
and so utilizing the overall microfinance surplus in this way seems to be veFY appropriate. 
This O)}erational surplus will not be sufficient to respond to the very substantial, and 
much grearer Cltpit.al- funding reqLJiremems Lhat the Mfl.prograrn w ill satisfY 1fit is to be 
able to continue to respond to rising- borrower needs. At a min imum. to satisfy current 
borrower capital n eeds, BRAC needs at least Taka 3 billion. To respond to furure capital 
needs, BRAG will have to approach external sourc-es of funds svch as PKSf and other 
potem1al lenders, a> well as sub-;;tamial\y grow ils savings programs. 
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9. Recommendations for Additional Technical Support 

BRAC's microfinance program has successfully entered the millennium with over three 
million members and $165 million in assets --a very large microtinanc.e program by any 
standards. While its development impact and financial performance to date is vety 
impressive, especially-given its rapid gro .... 'th over the past ten years, there are several 
challenges thatBRAC now needs to face. These challenges arise from both external and 
internal forc.es: Externally, the microfinance environment in Bangladesh has become 
increasingly competitive and market-oriented. forcing BRAC to adapt to international 
standards of perfonnance reponing·and risk managemem. Internally, BRAG's fast 
growth has left a competent middle management vacuu111 in nearly all of the programs 
departments. We discussed these human capital dimensions at length in our 1998 Annual 
Review Report. 

We recommend tbat niture technical assistance focus on two aspects: 

Risk !\'Tauageml!nt F'l'amewol'k 

The development of a risk managemem framework for BRAC which management can 
use as a tool to acknowledge, understand and develop policies, strategies and controls to 
deal with different risks (b<lth internal and eJdemal) that MFJs face, their potential 
impac1s, and how they may interact with one another on a systematic basis. Such a 
system should have regular performance reporting. and a<:countability should be assrgned 
to specific individuals and levels for managing the various aspects of the progrartL 

Establishing a framework is especially important given the new voluntary savings 
products rlm BRAC is introducing. and rbe increasing extenr to which it is relics on 
market-based external sources of funds to finance the program's growth. 

BRAC will also have to invest in the necessary technology. systems and skill upgrades 
for staff to support the syS!em. A business-planning model, and a liqu idity rnanagemem 
model are two examples of system upgrades which we feel are necessary. A t\eW branch 
rating system is another. Training in rolling budgets and MFI-centered asset-liability 
management wil l also prove usefu l in the ' nevi environment. 

Ruru:m Capital 

The second major area of focus is on human capita!. BR.AC needs to invest in 
appropriate training for all levels of management and staff throughout the organization. 
At a head-office level , for example, mid level staff and managers should be able to 
analyze the progTams for whicb they have responsi!}ility. Overall, we continue to believe 
that.BRAC'sJnanagement s,tructure and capacity is stre~cherl very, very thin. 

In general, analytical abi lity is lacking throughout the organization except tne most senior 
leveL Staff is ~::xcellent at following instructions, capturing detai l, and responding to the 
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field. They are not in most respect~ true 'business manageFS' focusing on strategy, 
inputs. costs, outputs and impact. This training will need to be department specific. 
Sector managers need diflerent skills than PSE managers, and both need different skills 
than lv1ELA loan oflicers wl1o are targeting high impact productive ~nterprises without 
knowing properly how to amtlyze their businesses. 

We also believe that it wHI be usetul for alf senior managers to au end a course on haw to 
memor and grow staff. BRAC's system of incentives throughout tlte organization should 
reward managers who p·erform well in this area At the moment, it is a cultu.re of"si.nk or 
swim" and not one that is focused just as much on !ifowing "human capit al'' as it is on 
growing and dcpl<iying "financial capitaL This imbalance is not healthy, f<x it is the 
quality of the human capital in the system that w-ill determine the health and performance 
of rile financial cap.ital. 

F unding Su.ggestion: 

To safeguard its initial investmem and 10 support lhe ongoing institutional capacity 
building ofBRAC, we suggest that the donors allocate a moderate amount of funds for 
two institution-building initiatives each year, such as those suggested above or others. 
We also recomn\enil that BRAC provide a 50% match for any new donor funding which 
is allocated towards building the tnanag,ernenr strength of its progratns. 
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10. Summary of Major Recommendations 

[Please note that a summary on BRAC' s actions taken followi11g Shorebank' s 1998 
recolJllllendations are included as an attachment]. 

T OP FIVE R'ECOMMJ!:NDA TIONS: 

Analyze and Reduce Delinquency. Conduct a thorough analysis of the causes of 
increased delinquency (6% -7% incre:~se since June 1998) and develop a 
concerted, high-priority strategy tO reduce it. 

2. Cnate Overall Risl< Management System. Introduces a risk management 
framework to systematically track and manage the key internal and external risks 
that it microfinance program faces. 

3 . Focus on Savings Prog ram l:xpansion. Reduce interest on current accouot 
savings. Set up systems to manage all risks in the progra111 (ski ll related, cost 
related, reputation related, liquidhy and iTaud related etc.) 

4. Cre.ate Microfin:-~nce Adviso ry Board. Set up an external advisory board to 

build the institutional capacity and enhance the risk management ofBR.f\.C's $165 
million (:and fast growing) 111icro program 

S. Grow Ot·g~t\i:La\\(m~l An~\:;t>~:.-\1 Capadty. T~> take advantage ~>f the systen' 
wide improvement in the quality of portfolio and borrower data available, BR.AC 
should &reate a .small finaneial and business Research Unit that will focus emirely 
on providing busir.ess and financial analyses for senior and regional management. 

SUM1\IARY O F KEY RECOi\-l1\lENDAT lOl'\S 

Recommend:ltions: Portfolio Managemcn( 

I. We strongly recommend t har B&'\C do a thorough analysis of the causes of increased 
delinquency (6% -7% since June 1998) Such an analysis wi ll help BRAC detem1ine 
to what extent del inquency is a function of: borrowers receiving larger loan sizes, 
borrowers receiving double loans. borrowers who were refinanced as a result ofrhe 
flood. concentrations in particular sectors; delinquency concentrations in branches 
tharwere not hit by the flood or hartals etc. Without thjs Information, BRAC is ill 
prepared to beabk to know either the real cause of deli1\quency , or how to addre;;> it 
This is our number one recommendation regarding BRA.c's loan portfolio quality for 
the year 2000. 

1. BRA.C should develop a much deeper market and business insight into higher risk 
loan sectors (.fisheries, food processing. sericulture and housing), and sectors where 
the portfolio has become concentrated (e.g in rural tradi ng and food processing). 

3. BRA.C must breaking its "catch all" rural trading and food processing categories 
down inro its significant constituent parts to support better understanding on the risks 
inherent in both these sectors, particularly rural trading which has. al mosl 50% of all 
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outstanding. As it stands, the rural trading category is effectively useless for any 
analytical purposes and defeats the whole point of having sector differentiation in the 
fi rst place. 

4. BRAC needs to develop increased staff capacity and a formal rrocess for overall 
portfol io risk analysis. We recommend that, to begin with, Senior Regional 
Managers be trained in basic analysis skills. They should be responsible for 
producing quarterly analyses the regions they are responsible for, in much the same 
manner as Shorebank has done for BR.AC' s entire credit program. As a start, taking 
each portfolio relatec1 chan we have done in this report and updating the indicators for 
their regions and analyzing the changes on a quarterly basis will be a tremendous start 
as no similar systematic analysis is taking place currently 

Recommendations: Loan Loss Reserve 

5. As a general rule, BRAG should retain its system ofre$erving 2% of disbursements 
across all branches as it does at a head-{)ffice level. We recommend though that 

branches contribute an amoum that reflects their performance, rather than a flat 2% of 
disbursements, Some variation ofthe system we used above (i.e. 100% ofNJBL and 
over 100 weeks past due) is suggcsied. Each branch should be required to prepare a 
one page summary statement of the loan loss reserve ou a quarterly basis that 
reconciles the balance sheet figure with the treatment of various loans. Branches will 
need a quarterly APO to do this - the new oomputer system (already in 60 branches) 
should faci lit.ate this process. 

6. We also recommend that any loan that is over two years past due plus all NIBL 
should be formal ly written off the balance sheet. BR.AC should cominue effons 10 

collect these loans should this be possible and any income should be shov.'ll as a 
recovery, but these loans sl1ould not be carried on1he balance sheet. 

Ree.ommendatiou: 'Old' Savings Pr.oducts 

7. We recommei1d that BRAC retain its forced weekly savings but rename it as a 
"Mandatory Pension Contribution". We also are in favor of BR.AC cominuing to rake 
S% of!' the top of loans (i.e. compulsory savings). bur rename this as ''Loan Deposit 
Requirement". This will reduce confusion between the new savings products that are 
being introduced and which are volumarv, and the old mechanisms where BRAC 
forced members to make savings deposits. 

Re,com meudatious: Special S:1vings Products 

S. Curr-ent account product challenges. This product allows both for very small 
savings to incrementally build an asset base for the poor, as well as providing 
flexibility of withdrawals for those who prefer to make larger deposits in a secure 
institu tion where they have ac.cess 10 the funds. The challenge for BRAC with 
respect to this product will be fourfold. 
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• Manage the potential for fraud, which is far larger with this product than with other 
products where the term and amounts deposited are fixed. 

• Manage the demands on administrative staff if the number of transactions among 
even a portion of these savers is high. 

• Manage-the higher tmnsactions costs associated with more fi"equeot withdrawals and 
smaller deposits; and 

• Manage the liquidity at the branch level as it ·,s uncle&T wben, now often, and how 
much current account savers v.~l l withdraw. 

·Recommeod:~tion: New S:wings Products 

9. Reduce the Intcrest.Rate on Current Accounts. This is· the most pressing 
recommendation in this section given thai jt will be very difficult to decrease rates 
once savers have received a highernue. The interest rate on this pwduct is too high. 
given both the mmsaction and other costs to BRAC as well as the competitive marker 
situation where people pay the ban~ a fee for a currem account, 

!0. We recommend that BRAC do a thorough cost analysis of its savings delivery 
system. Understanding the cost of savings products allows the micro.finance 
institution to adjust' both the produCI and the delivery system. in order to enhance their 
contribution to overall financial performance. A study of th~ fi.tll costs of 
administering a :;avrngs account service could be structured by dividjng thc costS into 
fi · xjii rve maJor gr.oups·. 

• ti.nancial costs (i .c. interest paid on deposit. 
• variable operational costs (transaction costs), 
• fixea operational costs (tJrorated branch offi-ce expenses) 
• indirect costs (general overhead of the bank•:s head office), and 
• organizational costs (onetime setup coSts). 

II . BRAC must reorient its lending officers (currently BRAC's savings officers as well) 
who are used to chasing up services charges. Joatl delinquencies and forced weekly 
savings, to have a ' hands-oft' 3.jljlroacll toward5 their new savings customers, who 
may or may not have a delinquent loan outstanding. 

12. Head-Oftice will need to develop and provide resources. for the implementation of a 
strategic m~rketing plan. The savings enviro11ment in both urban and rural areas is 
becoming incr~asingly compedtive. Being 'firsr' in the market will be an enormous 
advatuage, as long as products are competitive, aod customers receive excellent 
customer service. POs will need to be trained i o the marketing of sa vi11gs products. 
For example, they wi ll need know the ahemat.ives offered by banks so that they can 
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be convincing when associate members ask them the advantages of ban.lcing with 
BR..I\C vs. a bank (i.e. location, imerest on current savings, m.onthly product. etc,) 

13. Risk M anagement and MlS: This is essential for liquidity management, fine tuning 
and deve1oping new products., marketing. tracking performance, cost management, 
and fraud minimization. Relevant indicators (individual behavior, market, cost, 
productivity and profitability, indicarors, both at the individual saver level and 
program wide) need tt) be tracked and analyzed on a regular basis. Systems need to 
be set up to vrevent and deter fraud. Managing costs, liquidity (idle cash vs. not 
having enO\igh on hand when savers want to withdraw), and fraud. will all be major 
challenges. BRAC's reputation "~II b~ on the li ne if it fail~ on its savings promises 

14. Management should set clear performance expectations and should reward st.a.ff 
accordingly. The system should be simple and well communicated. For ~xample, if 
staff are expected to increase. branch profitability by raising savings, then indicators 
should retlect the producti vity of staff in this regard, and tfJe bra nch's co.st of funds. 
We tlms reco mmend that BRl\.C increases its transfer price for head office funds to 
branches from 9% to 12% , otherwise there is no incentive for branches. to raise fixed 
deposits at 9%, and very little im:emive for them to raise· long term savings at lS% . 

.Recommendations: Sustainability 

!5. BILA.C should track the operational and financial self-sufficieney of its credit program 
on a quart~rly basis- Branch managers sbould also compute these ratios and should 
be asked 10 report on any changes in trends. Branch managers should also be 
calcuh!lilJS their po11folio yield and cost of funds ra.rios on a lllOlithly basis to 
reinforce the priority that BRAC head-office' is attaching to sustainabilit:y There 
should a placard on the wall at branches that talks to sustainabili ty and cost recovery 
issues in nmch the same way as one exists for activity and delinquency reporting. 

16. We recommend that BRAC pays ..,jgilant attention to the administr11tive expense to 
average loan portfolio outstanding ralio as operating costs tend to go out of control as 
fast growth and expansion takes place. Without tracking the productivity and 
efficiency of spending, it is too easy to rationalize all expenses as being due to growth 
and expansion. We further recommend that the adm inistrative costs be broken om as 
above. with an additional c~regory for costs associated with the new savi ngs productS. 

- 17 We recommend that each program sliould be defined w ith enough c larity so that it is 
clear as to whether or not thelJrograrn is operating at a loss ·or a surplus. After that 
reality is ascertaifled, th'en it is up to the larger organization (BRAC in this case) to 
decide the possible usc of any program surplus. or the justification for the 
organization absorbing any loss 

Recommendations: Profit Cen ters 
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18. A three step process as discussed above is re<:ommended to reinforce the transition of 
branches into profit centers: I) branches ' income statement should reflect a loan loss 
expense that bears a reiationship to the risk in the relevant branch 's portfolio; 2) key 
branch profitability ratios should be track and analyzed on a monthly basis and given 
the same importance as activity and delinquency currently have, and 3) head-office 
should develop a carefully thought through system of incentives to reinforce and align 
staff behavior with the obje<:tives of the program 

Recommendations: Cost Recovery Sector Programs. 

19. BRAC should track its activity carefully so that it knows how much to collect, from 
whom and when. None of these variables should be negotiable. Service charges 
should be as vigi lantly collected as loan payments. Service charge collections are the 
progran1's only current source of income 

20 Tolhe extem possible, service charge payment should be linked to value received by 
the customer. At present, all participants are expected pay and there is no check on 
the quality of the assistance they are getting. or if they are getting it at all. They 
generally will not report - out if the service is inadequate, for fear of not getting a 
loan or input suppl i<)~ in the fi.Jture 

21 ~ BRAC needs to better under~iand the costs breakdown of its sector programs and ho'' 
they vary with expansion. Although we have not studied the breakdown. our 
preliminary research tells us that costs can be cut wuhout compromising program 
quality significantly 

.,., We believe that all services thar can be privatized. should be privatized, both for 
efficiency and sustainability of the program. and because BRAC's task is to build 
wealth among, and transfer skills to, its target population. 

23 Of the above. two recommendations stand our I) understanding and analyzing sector 
costs. and 2) understanding the value added by the services delivered and what 
customers are willing to pay for them A ..-ell-developed reponing system (MIS) is 
clearly essential for improved management of this pros,.am. Finally. since the sector 
prQgram only covered 20"/o of their costs in 1999 (and this worsens for 2000). the 
ob,·ious question is what happens beyond 2000 when there is no more donor money" 

Recommendation: Financial Model 

24 In 2000, BRAC should begin the process of designing and implementing a new 
financial model. one that can help senior mana&>ement predict some of the interaction 
between this emerging and more complex financial structure. 

Recommendation: Risk and Growth .\lanagement and External Reporting 
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25 Shorebank would recommend that BRAC develop an ell:temal repon on its 
microfinaoce program that is for all iments and purposes a "bank" report. with all of 
the trappings of a traditional bank At the same time, we would recommend that 
BRAC create an Advisory Board of internal and external advisors that are skilled in 
finance and banking that \vould serve as an iofom1al "Board of Directors·· for the 
BRAC MFI program. 

Rccomme.udatious: MELA 

26 . .BRAC should develop new ways to both recruit business analysis skill~ from outside 
ofBRAC as well develop those skills with current BRAC staff, so that loan officers 
can Jend to more complicated productive businesses that have potential for larger job 
creation among wage earners 

27 MELA management should work hard to streamline the lending process (e.g. reduce 
the time from loan application to approval and disbursement which is now far too 
long). as well as develop new products to meet market demand. 

28. A thorough market analysis of key productive sectors in N!ELA's target area should 
be undertaken so that lencling officers can 1) develop appropriate products; 2) be 
strategically .guided towards the opponunities'that deliver the greatest development 
impact for the region. and 3) reduce underwriting risks. A focus on specific sectors 
will also help tO reduce underwriting risks. 

Recommenda tions: Developing StaiT 

29 We recommend that the senior regional managers get training in analysis so that they 
can better understand and analyze trer.ds that are happening in their group of re£ions. 
This will also help them be more >trategic about the direction. support and advice that 
they give regional managers. 

30. \Ve also recommend that · 
Senior managers receive suppon and training in how to grow and mentor staff 

• 
• 

Mid and junior level staff receive training in analysis pertinent to their work area 
Reponing formats and performance incentives at all levels should reinforce growing 
BRAC's staff analytical and strategic skills. 

Recommendations: Overall Perrormance and Risk Management 

31 BRAC should develop policies. goals. and targets for each of the major CAMEL 
areas (qualitative and quantitath·e). using the ACCIOI\''s CA.'v1EL as a guide 

3::! BRAC should conduct a full CA.\IEL-type analysis on an annual basis to assess its 
performance. This analysis could form part of the external reponing annual report 
that we recommend BRAC produces 
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33. BRAC should pay special attention to managing tl1e risks associated with. its asset
liability structure. both in the short term (liquidity risk) and in the longer term. given 
the changing nature of its liabil ities. Although a dynamic liquidity planning model is 
prefera\:>le for day to day managemem. we have inserted a series of liquidity measures 
in the attachment for BRAC senior officers to consider using as an overarching 
n1anagemem tool. With the introduction ofBRAC's savings program and its 
irlcreasing rel iance on commercially based finance. fom1al policies, sys.terns, 
procedures and associated accountability for managing liquidity at the branch cuJd 
head-ofiice level needs to be developed. 

14. We hi~tllv recommend that BRAG imroduces a risk nlanag,cment framework to 
systematically track <1nd manage the key imemal and external risks that it 
microfinance program £1ces.. We suggest that BRAC begins the pro,cess by 
identifying a senior executive who will be responsibk for leading BRAC towards a 
comprehensive risk 01anagemem approach. and then picks a couple of key risks to 
initial\)' foc\ls on. 

Recommeud.nfiou: Technical Assisl<~nce 

35. We recommend that BRAC seek technical assistance support for the creation of a risk 
management framework that can more cn'ectively mar1age the more complex risk and 
financial structure of the Ntfl progrcun. 

36. In addition. we suggest that BRAC invest in a wide-ranging but ongoing training 
program aimed at developing increased analytical capacity in mid- ilnd resionallevel 
manager~. This ger\eral skill is soreiy lacking in the BRAC culture, and that absence 
places the organization at risk. This training will vary depending on wheltler the 
target n1anagement group is re.spon~;ible foT ponfo\ll) mal\agement, l'SE managennem. 
savings products, etc. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Self-Sufficiency Income Stmt. Adjustments 

BRAC 
h11tro CT cdl\ p.,.~.,.t\m. 

Stst!!tnt:tl of lnco.Jn¢·and ~pcndittm.· 
F« !h~ ytar end.:d [)e.(.ember 31. 1999 

IQ<'Orut : 

Fi~nd::d lntOUIC' 
f. S-~ict thnrg.c on !O<~n 
L Bank: intetei:t inco::uc: 
3. Ot.1a proje~t in:;:Qio~ 

f"11<xs FinAllt.la) Margin 
rrorisioa; ~r J.o2-n hlSS::S 

I~ Vd.b:~: .:w-_g_snj.t:aticn f\Vroati()n 
'J. Sa.b.rtes and Deaclitl-
~ TBvc.1ing & lr.!lnsp~'lf1<1til'rl 
~ Sbfl'tn1iniog and J)cvclvpmc:Jll 
: Offr-...e l(.:nl 
6 L'tditi-es 
i . Sta11ua.:rics 
$ \12ulktl~llC~ 
9 Gm.::ratExp...'"t'ISCS 
10. \'O:netlllh~:n insut<~.nce hcnctit 
H. n~q¢;.l~1.ic1o 
ll. HO ~istiCS;.andMaoa~c. #= 

T01~f Exp.:tl'dilurc 
~d in:ome fr()m 'Opc::r:-.ttun 

Tok• 

1.378.9?_.2,20) 
93,91S.Sl7 
45.64-!.S~S 

233 .• 152.2}3 

1.28u.tm.oJ7 
219.96i.SJ2 

I.D66,fJ(,) ?1)5 I 

2.936.911 
6~8.651.)~ 
65.16Q.632 
27.10-1.115 
17.188.1.0 
19.9~;.)20 
4~ .. 122..791 
26.104Azj 
16.441.661 
26,1}8.400 
l9:1.\'4,')D2 
40.43l.60l 

95Hli,l3} 
!11,9SU71 

BRAC 
M.'.a<\Co;'Cd\\ V'~<)%t<'>m 

~St.atcutent of1ncUl1,1C aod EJCv-:aditure 
For lhcyearendcd O.:ccmhc-r 31. 1999 

Ioconte: 

Fln3llti.lllocomt 
L Ser•i~.cl>.3Tgeoo Juan 
2 &:rii.: inter~1 i.,_come 
~-- OOa pr.ajc:t1 ine<Xtle 

Tah 

J,Jn.:>n.2ol 
9:>.9l8.517 
45.644,;5& 

1.518.485.180 

·2l3p-'S2.1B 
210.67S.Q09 

ll (33$B~ 
176.80-I,Q66 
62.152,!7g 

•n.4os;sn 

inte:cst (and fre) Qltlf$in ·c'\clud.loan l .046,0i 6A03. 
&"'"'f' ... wl!:iaH~~iW'P.-UJ!lliWf~ifr,t;o:oo} 

Xd Fm"ncraJ Mar_£.il'l lnclucfing Joa! 

Ex-prnditure 

J \'i&;e CtrC,;.lUi.iLaliflri rormation 
-;?. ~andR~dits 
~· T.t.ao;;;:lio~ & t.rans-1hnUltion 
J Slafftr«inmg a.1d DevdopmtiU 
;p Offi<:e-Rot 
6. L'tilit~ 
1 Stati~"nt:s 
"- Maintc:;:ta:nct 
9 C"~aef~l £.Xpdl$C!> 

}0. VO mCObcr$. lnst~ronce bendils 
ll. tkpr~iallon 
Jl. HO to~~ lies l'lr!d M~nn~Clllall 

r otal F.xpoj~dirur. 
.Set in.come from Op~-ation 

2.936,911 
64S.6;u n 
65,Jo0.632 
27. 10 1,115 
17. 1 88.24~ 
19,98; . .520 
44,7U.l91 
26,10-1 • .!25 
16.441,661 
'26.DSA0(1 
l~.:N~.;n~ 
40,4326ll7 

95~.1l5.5}) 

217.071.868 

Below are the spqcific adjustments that were applied to the income statement above. As 
mentioned in the main body oflhis report, we use a higher cost of funds adjustment for 
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1he subsidy dependence index calculation (SOl). (BRAC's program would still be 
financially self-sufficient even with the higher cost offimds applied to its. de!n, but not 
when it is applied to its equity base as well as tbe SDT calculation in the main body of the 
report implies) . 

b10"'ri.on Adjustments lU 6% for 1m 
intluion s4j on e;quity from pre\' }'eOlf 
inflation :.1dj on fixed as.sc'~ from pre .. --year 
Nt.t inflati:oo adjustment expense: 

'Vrite otl' :md :-\djLL'ifcd lmn Portfolio 
Unadjm;tcd loon purdi>llo 
> 360doys 
-write off 

Adju.stcd lo:m pore 

9Q-l80 d>)' 
X50% 

180-360 
XIOO 
Adjustt.·d l...t1:Ut L():SS. J>ro.,i.qon 

Unndjustcd Portfolio 
UnadjuSI:~dLoon l(lss Provision 
Un3djustcd net lon.n pori 
adj tot Joan port • 
adj Ll.P 
Adjusted net loan port 

Diffadj and unadjlL..ted llttloan po.r 

Uo:1dju:>tcd LLP Expcosc( from income"$bt.e) 
Adjm-t J.J.P Expcn:>~. t~n IS 

CQ!t:t nr Funds i\dju.-,1ment 
CI)S.1 of fimds currCJ-l tly at subsid~ed t3lcs 

x shod<>w pri<¢ t0.087) 
m:1rl.:eL co$1 of funds 

Le::.::..; interest p~id@15% 

Cost offunds Adj C:xpet1se 

210.678.00.9 
~..ill,24;1 

176,804,066 

7.021581 
20.678 

20,678 

7.000.903 

175.8.5~ 
87.927 

11,529 
17,529 

lOS d56 

7,021.581 
471.210 

6,55Q,371 
7,0Q0,9Q3 

105,.1 56 
6.895.447 

(345,076) 

(219.%5) 
(12S,JJI) 

1.679,799.400 

146,142.548 

83.989.970 

62.152,578 

No1e~: An inflation rate of 6% was used and !he adjustment was applied to net fixed assets and eq•ri~- of 
tile pre"iou!;· year. The lo;m loss expense was calculated aecording to the fommla used by the 
Microbanking Bulletin (CGAP and Calrueadow). which compares the performance across over 100 MF1 
m.1n) of whom are top performers. BRAC rraditiooally e~'jlCnses substantially in excess of its losses. hence 
the add-back. The rate applied for the cost oifunds adjustment was 0.087 (the rate used by theMBB 
Bulletin in 1998). In re;llity. tile cost of funds would be aJound two to three percent higher and we take this 
into account in our subsidy dependence index calculation) 
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Appendix 2: BRAC's Writo-Up on it's response to Sl10rebank's 1998 Financial Rev/ow Rocommondations 

~~~~~~~R-C-CO_I_n_m-~-~-H~In-t~iO_I_I~-- ----~----~,--,-~~,~~~~--~C~.O-I_O_II~lc"l~ll~~~----~.11~~-,r-r<~~A~C~t~iO~l:t ~T~a~k~-~ 

' ' ' : ' '0' ' .. ill!' ,,, 

Sector Progrnms: 

p BRAC should set new targets for its sector 
program co,·eragc. whtch systematic.1lly 
underestimate achievement. 

pAn extensive evaluation of BRACs sericuhurc 
program should srort for idcnti(\'tngthc reasons 
behind the dclinqucnc~· Mel also knowing the impact 
of scricuhuro on it s borrowers. 

p I"Ot' idouti ~vi i 1!J tho I'CII$011 CJf<lcl inqucncy a Sll 1cly 

should be J\:VC:11cd ()11 fishcri~s ond ~cl'icu ltu rc. 

p Jlerccnlagc of totnl portlo li o ou1standing on rural 
trading and food processing should l>c more :mel 
accurate categorized, 

r flRAC should put nil Nlfll. iuto 100 wc;:k$ missed 
payments ~nd "rite-orr nil Nlnl. and :til 1" o )'car< I~''' 

._2uc (nt moM '~ems). '-

p RDP has reviewed its targets of sectors and sets 
up a new activity wise target for service charge of 
sectors. 

p RDP \\ill m3ke a request to BRAC to monitoring 
dcpn nmenl undertake such kind of study 

p The reason of dol inqu~ncy of t1shc•·y sector is dull 10 
scosoual offccc and sericullurc is bccau~c o(' tcchnical 
problems. 

pIt will be yery difftcult to break down rural tmdc and 
food process ing into rnorc categories. Because under 
rural trading al l sorts of small business and services nrc 
included Again food processing include paddy husking, 
pufl"ed paddy. pulse husking, oil processing etc. which 
rakes more time and more comp licated lO maintain. 

Gencmlly BRAC put past due ru11011111 af\cr 104 weeks iuto 
NlOL, ;\gnin. all NIBL an: in this pOsition ror one ) C:tr then 
it• " rite-orr. 

p It has started frorn 1999. 

p Monitoring department 
will undct1akc this study in 
lnt~r of 2000. 

p Spcci:1l monitol'iug wi ll be 
cond ucted for identifying 
the reasons. 

r In Novemb<:r 1999 BRAC 
h11~ written off ~II NIBL lo.111S 



-Loan Loss Rcse•·ve: 

p Branches require m~king :1 one page sumnmry 
statement for lo.1n loss rcscn•c on a quarterly bnsis to 
reconcile 11 "11h balance sheet 

p Bmnch should reserve the amounl which they need 
rather 2% flat on disbursement 

p Including MGLA progr:un a loan loss provision 
should be charged 4% on disbursement. 

pAll loan t h~t over three yea rs past due und NIBL 
should be written off forma lly f'ro111 the bnl:mce 
sheet. 

p Different product with different pricing nnd 
malurit~· should be 1ntroduccd. 

p A head office s.wings manager is needed in each 
region that ",n be dcdicmcd to savings mobilization 

'---

p When branch will computeri e•' this kind of statement 
will be taken. 

p RDP is more interested ro charge 2% flat on 
disbursement globally ns it has to maintain outreach 
focusing in the organization that may be economically 
potential or less potential. After the flood, RDP started 
to charge 3% flat on disbursement but aflcr few months 
significant improvement have shown in the repnvmcnt 
mtc (from APO Report), it continues tO charge 2%. 

p n.c rate that chnrge on disburscmC!It, as loan loss 
provision '•nclud'tng MEtA will be rcv',cwcd. 

p BRAC already bas started wrillcn off loon rho! over 
three year past due and Nl BL from the lwlancc ~hcct. 

. 

p BRAC (RDP) now introduces four different products 
(security sovings, current savings, long-tcnn savings & 
fixed savings). which arc in different maturity at 
different inrerest rate. 

p BRAC recruited one senior regional manager transfer 
to hc.1d omcc and assigned l1im 10 look at\cr d•ffcrcm 
product He •s n:pon:~blc to PC (RDP). llcsidcs, one 

p It has clone once in a year. 

p This will be staned 
from January 2000. 

p TI1is will be stoned from 
Janua~· 2000. 

f'jlgc 7R 

l 
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I 
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p !ndividu:ll lc••d :wei br.1nch lc••cl $.1\'illl)S clMil 
n~cds to be collected :md ~nal:-zed the same 
dedication th:u disbursement and <>utstanding are 
tracked. 

p BRAC sl•oold d~<"Ciop a dam b.tsc s~ 'SCcm for 
s:wings pattcm that forecast its fund requirement 
that is the need for liquidity at the branch level. 

p New branch rating systen1 should include a 
savings measure (c.(l. s:wi••ss-outstanding ratio and 
snv111gs mobih1.n1ion per PO (01)C0)). 

p Curren! accounl s;wings product shoukl conhm•~ 
to be 1\I:Hkctcd untilnddititmnl products a•·c 
developed. 
p Branch managers arc forced to nil ow lllembers to 
withch·aw r.·ecly withm the proper guideline. 

Manngemelll of B•·anch Opcrntions: 

p BRI\C should begin a multiv;~riatc analysis or 
branch pcrformanc<: and within several years 
develop a system of' branch cntcgon zation that is not 
b.1scd solely onchc age of llu: Immel! but mhcr more 
revealing va riahlcs. 

program Ol'!):lnizcr (s:~ving~) i~ :1s~igncd lo mohililC 
s:wi11gs in e:~eh region. 

p MlS alwa~s provide branch wise savmgs performan<:c 
on a regular basis. 

p BRAC starcsroatinuall~·rompucerizcd information 
systcn1 in branch level. which will provide a cle:~r data 
on sa\1ng and fund requirements. RDP also use a 
fom1at to project fund requiremc•1t in a month basis. 

p 8RAC did rating of different brnnch i11 od hoc basis. 
But 110\\' this is 1101 doing rcgul:trh BRI\C needs :m 
extcn1al con,ullnntto dev<;lop br;nch·rating system. 
p Cun-cnl sn,·ing.~ has modit1cd ~nd mokc 11 customer 
friendly. 

p A new guidclin() has bc~n formulatod fo•· Ill<: 
members' savings withdrawal. 

p BRAC not only measure branch performance 0 11 th<l 
basis of age oft he branch and also analyze 
disbursement, sa•ings mobi li7.atlon, outstanding, 
dclinquCJlcy. 

p llus has started from 
1999. 

p The lin~ncinl 

mnnugc111cnl icnm will 
develop branch mling by 
2000. 

() ·n,is wiii iJc started from 
J:\nnary 2000. 

p BRAC wi ll start it from 
200 I. 
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Sector· l'r·o~:r·run Chnr'~C l~rciWtr·y: 

p A sound t.IIS rr-;~ckrng sy~tcrn is ncccssnry for 
BRAC to impro1·c us scnrcc charge r.:aliz.1tions as 

p Alrc:.d~ ROP ~IS provrdc rcgul~r service charsc and 
cost rccov~·~· infom1ntion to management 

well as to be alii~ to cut <:QSts \\here f.:asihlc. ? Sel'\·icc cli:u:gc <:Q\!ection system has been 
strengthening. Here PO (EIG) continual!~ follows up 

pBRAC should set up a tight collection system. and PO (ODCO) in\'olved in collecting this scn·icc 
ll'hich members know inflc.xiblc. charge. I 

pit 11ill be possible when all bmnches will come under 
computeriz:trion. 

p The pnst clue should be trnck~d over tirnc as per 
r\PO model (e.g. 0 wcelts, 1·4 weeks etc.) p BRAC will consider this but il will be J)Ossible 

I 
p The pcrform:1nco or s~cror srntl' should be based 

wftcn BR.AC's every branch will be fully 
comptuerized. 

on percentage on on-rime collections as well os orr . 
the <)ualit~· Clf p:1st dues. 

. J . 1 
p Branch staff shotrlcl r·cvise :lctivlty targets for 
re<:l<~r 011 11 <\llolrtcrly ();,~i~ . p Bot.h brfu1ch s\aff and sector stafl' will irwo\vo in p Tlris w'rll be started from 

p 13RAC should concern about the services that add 
revising activity target. January 2000. 

value Clf tltc members. p BRA C alll'a)'S concern to increase borrowers' 
productivity and income level that help them to irnprovc 
financial and social starus. 
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Appendix 3: Notes on Liquidity Management xrv 

How to measure liquidity? 

A ~ill can use historic data from the balance sheet, but liquidity management should be 
mostly forward looking. One cannot be sure that an MFl will be able to cover all cash 
ouctlows oo a specific day in the future simply b) observing a 10% liquid assel to to!al 
deposit ratio. Assurance of future liquidity can only be achieved by deriving detailed 
estimates of the siz.e and timing of future cash inflows and outflows. 

To do these estimates, the MFL manager must take into accoum the strategic plan together 
with the MFr s operational plans and shon-tem1 action plans developed by the operating 
divisions and assess their impact on liquidity At the big picture level of strategic 
planning. it makes sense to represent the liquidity condition by a margin of safety rule or 
a target value for a particular liquidity ratio. 

At the operational level, all plans should be evaluated in terms of their cash flow 
implications. Liquidiiy is an important consideration in deciding from which source 
(equi!)•. deposits, loans, bonds etc) and under what terms this funding should be prOCLII'ed 

Certain balance sheet indicators and ratios are helpful to generate general operating rules 
as well as for a higher level of planning Ratios give a quick indication of the overall 
liquidity position or the MFL they are also useful tor comparing liquidity benveen 
different institutions or to calculate the liquidity average for an industry. 

Sue!!ested Liquiditv Measurement Recommendations for l\1Fis 

1t is useful to distinguish three basic scenarios that -..~11 help determine the choice of 
liquidity indicators. 

Scenario 1: Small Mic•·o-Lending Institution. The typical MFilitting this scenario is 
small with limited professional staff. maybe e•·cn entirely volunteer-based. makes only 
micro-loans and generally has no voluntary savings business. Here, the basic cash 
posttionmdic:ator would be the most useful ratio. 

Cash Position Indicator= C:N! :n!depositsducfrom bonks 
Total :t5-<;e\S 

Since rhis type of institution does not have access to short-term commercial funding and 
does not invest in the short-term money market, the more sophisticated ratios covering 
purchased funds and investment balances do not apply. Once such a small micro-lender 
does begin mobilizing voluntary deposits. it would be advisable to also track the total 
deposit ratio and the reserve ratio. 
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T l D . R . Cash and <lqx>Sits due from bonks 
ota epos1t at10 = Total o.s:;.its 

I' R . _ __:C:.:.as=l:..:l asse=c:::ts:_ "eserve auo '=' 
Customer deposiiS 

Scenario 2 : Mid-Size l\'11'1. An MFI in this category is characterized by a professional 
organiza1ion. by a sophisticated loan operation and by significaJJt deposit mobilization. 
M1d-size MFls should look at the above cash position indicator, total deposf.t ratio and 
the resen·e ratio. As a rdinement, one may consider using tl1e core deposit ratio instead 
of !he to!al deposit ratio. Those mid-sizeMFls ll>at are l!Clively using or are beginning to 
de,·elop commercial short-term funding opportunities should also look at the purchased 
funds ratio. 

Core Deposit= Core deposils 
Total~ts 

Sceu:1rio'3: L:~rge Full-Service MFl. The typical MFt in rhis scenario has h.ighly 
developed voluntary savings operations, regularly draws on commercial funding sources 
and uses sophisticated short-term investments to store liqu idity. Such an MFJ would find 
it worthwhile studying aU the above liquidity ratios plus the locm-fo-deposit ratio, the . 
ccpacfry ratio and t he net non-core jm1ding dependence. ' 

Current 
R;!liO 

Net loan .. 
Loan to Deposit Ratio = ' 

Total deposits 

The Capacity Ratio = Net loans 
Total assels 

The Net Non-Core Funding Dependence N::n-ror~troilities -SloHcnniJ.lol;Stnt:ns 
N:tloons 

Liquidity Ratios - Quick Reference Table ~v 

CunenL:lsse!S 
Current liabilities 

Primarily USGd by.oon-bauks .. Not recommended for 
MFls because turrent <lSSCIS in~ludcs liquid assets 
plus short· lern\ loans 10 Ctl~OD\ers. ln other w<>rds. il 
combines dte liquidil)' safety stock with the most 
imponant use of liquidity (Le. the loan portfolio sinre 
most M.Fis lend predominantly shorHerm).~ ln.. 
fact. an MFI 1h<11 has not made a single IO<'ID and 
holds all current assets in vault cash wouldha,·e the 
same currcnl rlll io as an JviFJ that is completely 
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Caslt 
Position 
lrul.it:.l\<>r 

Capacity 
R.~tio 

ToL,I 
Depo>it 
Ratio 

Purchas.:d 
Funds-Ratio 

Cort Deposit 
Ratio 

Loan-to· 
Deposit 
Ratio 

NelNon
Core 
f UJJcling 
Dependence 

Ca:sb and d ... 1x>SiL~ du..:: from b::u1ks 
Totn1 a."-.~L<{ 

Net loans 

I <>I <It as~e1s 

Ca.<dt and clqn~it;; duo from OOnks 
Total w;scts 

loaned up \lith slton-tenu loans. 

Asset liquidity measure. Measures ;lbility to meet 
lmmedimc cash needs·from c'lsh and demand deposi:t5 
1\etd from mher b.'\1\\<.S. N<l. s\m11lc m\e for what ili'! 
indiGJtor should be. Look at trends aJld asking 
questions as to wby it is higher or lower than 
e.'-pected is critical. 

Asset liquidity me1SUre. Mirror iutage to the caslt 
position: a negati\'eliquidity ratio. lndicates tlle 
c.xrent to wb.icb llle ~ank is loaned up. Net loans are 
tO!allo.1ns minus accumulated loss allowance for bad 
loans. If ratio is closer to I, MFI liqtlidity risk is 
higher. Alwa) s < I even if no liquidity because of 
fL'~ assets. 

Liability measure sl>O\V1ng Ml'l's capacity for 
borrowing cash ~sscts. Deposits ~reconsider~ a 
stable source offuncling. High ratio ,ncans lower 
liquidity risk. A potential lender to an MFI looks at 
loan petfonnanoe. c~pital base and tbe composition 
of me outstanding (!"posits and liabiJities. Generally 
e?;Sie< \O mi.~ deb\ \(the Mfl l\as a l:~rg;a stable 
deposit base and doe$ not already have most of its 
business financed bv short-temJ commercial 
borrowings or so-called purchased funds.~,. A low 
depo:.~il tatio sltould be;: .iu(erprctcd withlhc purchased 
1\wds ratio. 

:'ix>Hcnnlxxn)\\~"'Kl ~fin!> 

100JI ""'<d.' 
I.iability ratio. The COIJlplcmcma.ry negative 
liquidity measure to U1c total deposit tatio. Hieh 
nurdtaScd fimds nuio nlc.olus high liquidilv risk 
bttause it is ·hoi money· which is very seusitJ\-c 
to interest rates. 'lltis money is lhC first to dt)' up 
duringfuJanciall}' difficult periods. 

Core deposits 
T ota I assets 

Net loans 

Total dcPQsits 

Liabilitj mrio. RefuteiiiCnl to the total deposit ratio. 
Considers only the stable base of deposits. 1l1c base 
lute of <::ere deposits below which, in aU likelihood, 
the actual deposit le,·el will never fall. liiehcr ratio 
Otc311S lower liquidity risk. 

Combined ..VL n1tio. Hi~~~ loan-to-deposit ratio 
rnea1\S lowliguiditv ;lnd hieher liqnidily risk. Relates 
use of liquidity (loans) to primary source of st.1ble 
funds (d...'jlOsits). Lo\1' ratio means bank has 
addilionalliquidity to grant new loans (not our of 
large p111dl.1Scd tinbilitics). "~ 

Nx><ote llit>ililics-Sh:n-!CillWM$ mts 

Nollm~ 

Combined AIL me:rsurc. Indicates how 
dependent a b~nk is. on vol;uilc sources to fwtd its 
non-liquid e:Jrning assets (loans). High ne~ non· 
cere fundimt dcoendence means hieb liqniditv 
risk. Non-core li~bili1ic.< are defu1ed as volatile 
deposits. purchas>A liu1ds and other inte~:est rate 
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Resen~ 

Ratio 

Liquidity 
Ratio 

Cash assets 
Customer dtpOSits 

~sh plus expected cash inflows 
Autici1~1ted cash outflows 

short tenn borrn\\ings. One does not !.aYe to 
"om. about the ,·olatility of non-<lQrc liabilities in 
as far ns they aro offset by relatively liquid short
tenn in' estments. So here we are comparing the 
pan U.at is not offset to net loans. 

Not conunonly used in commercial banks. MF1s like 
«¥n c rolio bemuse ll>c,-see dcpo.~l~ as "risk 
!O!pit.1l". II belpsatm,er 1.he quc-;tion: How mw:h 
cash should the MFi hold ag.1inst s:l\ ings deposits. 
Could ~c that numerator should ~aU highly 
hqwd assets. Note: minimum regulated =ne 
~uircmcnts are a tax on deposits and should be 
sublmctcd. not added. from liquidity. 

Dynamic, forward-looking ratio. Limited usc iu 
prae1icc because it amnol be calcul<tled from the 
balance sheeL The MFI needs the entire rigor of 
dcuiled caslillo" planmng. Even then its usefulness 
is lututed 1lle superior indicmor is the cumul:uh-e 
dail~ cash balance. which nlUSl Sta) l>Ositm: o•·cr the 
entire planning horizon. 



Appendix 4: Ratios Index: Micro Banking Bulletin 

RATlO 
OUTREACB INDICATOIKS 
TOTAL ASSETS 

NUMllCR BRANCH OFFlCES 

l'.'UMBER STAfJ' 

PERCENT LOAtl CLIENTS WO!villN 

PROFIT ABILl'rY 
UNADJUSTED RF.J11RN ON ASSETS 

ADJUSTED RETUIU< ON ASSETS 

ADJUSTED RETURN ON J;QUITY 

OPERATIONAL Si!LF-SllFFICIENCY 

F"INANCIAl"~UF-SUFflCIENCY 

PROfiTMA.ROIN 

INCOME & EXPENSES 
ASSET U1lL!t.ATION 

OPERATING EXPENSE 

INTF .. REST MARGIN 

INTEREST EXPENSE 

ADJUSTMENLEXPENSE 

LOAJ-J LOSS J>ROVISJON EXPENSE 

SAI.AR Y F.XPtNSE .. '>SSETS 

SALARY EXJ>J;"NSE -J'ORTFOLJO 

SALARY EXPfiNSF. · PORTFOUO 

Ol1:IER ADMll'i EXPENSE · ASSETS 

orm:R ADMIN EXP •. l'ORTFOt.IO 

TOTAL AIJM:IN EXPEN"SP. 

PORTFOLIO YIELD 

St\LAR Y STRliCTUIUJ 

PHYSICAL'>T AfF PR0011Cl!VITY 

l'ORl!'OUO lNDlCA1""0RS 
POR.1f01.10 A "fRISK > 00 DAYS 

TOTAL LOAN l'ORTFOLIO 

AV(; !.OAN BALANCE 

A VG !.OAN BI\LANCE I GNP per capita 

l-:0. Of .'IC1"l\lc C\JcNT5 

CAPrfA.L& UABll.lTY STR IJCTlfRE 

D.EFINITlON 

us dollar> 

Number 

Number 

N~!tQpanting inoomclavg total asset~ 

AdJtlSlcd rtet opemtin_g inoome/avg tot::1l nsset:; 

Adjusted rret OJkrdti.'llg inoomc/avg equity 

(¥rating income I opernting expense 

Adjusted Qpcrating income I ~jus-ted Oj)CTuting expense 

Arlil.r:Sled ~C{)P'-tati!.tg. in.oouv.: I apt!nttin2, itl!'Ame 

Oper:liing incoroelavg tOia) a:;scts 

/ldjustai operating c~-pense/av$ Iota! "ssets 

Adjusted net intei~ margin/avg total assets 

Interest e~'aV£. total a<S<L> 

A<!jii,SI1llCJJI ~·'"g toOl! as.o;eL< 

Loan loss pro\;SiOil ~avg lotal {lsstts 

Slalf e-,;pcnsefavg tot•los...,tS 

SlalT e."\"j)<:DSI! I !!.!:!lloan portfolio 

SWT ._,"J>CiiS" /!!!!i!! loon pOrtfolio 

Oth<rudminislr.ilire"·'"Jl¢nse51 avg total tlS:.:Is 

Oilicr <lfl.rniJlls:Lrati\'et:~'$1~ I'!\'~ lQ<.lt\ ~rtt(\ti<J. 

1"<>taJ ~nisnmh'c c:x~ I avg l9an portfOlio 

'fQlal inlcccStand fee inc.omc: from p(lrtfolio I fl\'g loan portiOiio 

A\;g staiTs:>lary I GNP J>-"'I"Capitu 

No of loon diems per smrr m'-111ber 

OtlL<tmdin$ bolanre loons overdue> 90 tUoys/avg lo<m ponfolio 

US doll;m; 

Total loan porttOlio/ :o<ti•e clieulli (US dolla>S) 

Num'ocr 

-MA.RJ<l:.T" 8:ASED fUNDING Allliabiliti.s with "'ln<rlct" pdco I avg Joan porttolio 

EQUITY MULTWLIER Avg laW assclsla•·g IO!al equity 
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Appendix 5: Initial Delinquent Portfolio Review and Analysis 

The following data tables and charts are from an initial analysis of the 630,000 loans that 
were ddinquent as of December 31, 1999. This information is inadequate to explain 
increased portfolio delinquency. More analysis and borrower surveys are necessary 

% Loans in o/o Loans in 
MIS Scheme Description Delinquent Total Difference 

Code Portfolio Portfolio 

1 AU Types Or Agriculture Development Programme 6.77% 7.81% -1 .03% 
~ Other Than Deep Tubewell (Irrigation) 0.05% 0.03% 002% 
5 Boar Lease/RenUOperation 0.49% 0.28% 0.22% 
6 AU Type Or Fishculture Programme 4.63% 5.23% ·0.60% 
7 Poultry, Birds, Duck Related Programme 2.24% 2.09% 0.15% 
8 Goal, Sheep And Pig Related Programme 0.70% 0.95% -0.25% 
9 Cow. Horse. Buffalo Drought Animal Programme 3.15% 3.06% 0.09% 
10 All Types Or SericuUure Programme 0.13% 0.18% -0.04% 
11 Weaving, Dying And Printing Related Programme 0.03% 0.03% 0.00% 
12 smaU And Collage Industry Related Programme 0.84% 0.42% 0.42% 
13 Service Related Programme 0.23% 0.43% -0.20% 
14 Rural Transport Programme (Manual) 1.10% 1.03% 0.07% 
15 Rural Transport Programme (Mechanical) 0.05% 0.03% 0.02% 
16 smaD And Rural Trading 38.27% 44.53% -6 26<k 
17 All Types Of rood rroccooing Rel3ted Programme 9.44% ·7.94% 1.51% 
18 All Type~ Of Health Related Programme 0.21% 0.35% -0.14% 
19 All Types Of Miscellaneous 0.25% 0.28% -{) 03% 
22 Poultry Nutrition 0.35% 0.75% -040% 
23 Poultry Workers 0.01% 0.04% ·0.03% 
25 Beer Fattener 0.02% 0.06% -0.0<1% 
31 SLOP Check Rearing Unit 0.16% 0.07% 0.09% 
32 SLOP Poultry Rearing (Key Rearer) 2.83% 3.22% -0.39% 
33 SLOP Model Rearer 0.22".-1. 0.07% 0.15% 
34 SLOP Poultry And Duck Hatchery 0.03% 0.02% 0.01% 
37 SLOP Goal Rearer 0.10% 0.05°/o 0.05% 
40 M1scenaneous {Codes 40-60) 0.18% 2.76% ·2.58% 
61 IGVGDP Poultry And Pullet Rearing 4.73% 3.62% 1.11% 
62 IGVGOP Cl\ick Rearing 0.34% 0.13% 0.21% 
63 IGVGDP Model Rearer 0.06% 0.03% 0.03% 
64 IGVGDP Callie Rearer 1.67% 0.83% 0.85% 
65 IGVGDP Goat Rearer 0.44% 0.23% 0.22% 
69 IGVGDP Vegetable CuHivalion 0.80% 0.71% 0.09% 
70 IGVGDP Grocery Shop 0.06% 0.08% ·0.02% 
71 IGVGOP Restaurant 0.02% 0.03% ·0.01% 
73 IGVGO? Others 13.06% 10.58% 2.48% 
99 All Types Of Housing 6.28% 2.03% 4.25% 
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